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Your business is different
Just like our computer.
No two companies are alike, even in the same
industry. Somebody always has to be the paceAnd in business computers, this is it. The NCR
Century Series. The business computer for busi
ness pace-setters. The computer that can move
your business into the electronic age at low cost—
because it has the best price/performance ratio in
the industry.
The Century has already been chosen by a wide
range of Australian businesses, large and small. It
has changed previous ideas on computer costs and
capabilities. Automated manufacturing techniques
make the cost of its advanced, thin-film memory

less than that of conventional and slower core
memories. Monolithic integrated logic circuitry—
twice as powerful as conventional circuits but a
fraction the size—is used throughout the Century.
These developments mean lower manufacturing
costs which are passed on to you in the form of
lower prices and rentals.
If you are looking for your first computer or are
ready to move up to a more powerful computer with
the latest technological developments, you simply
must see for yourself what the Century offers. Your
local NCR man can give you the complete story.
Call him today Or write for
brochure to NCR, Box 2626,
G.P.O., Sydney 2001.
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got a computer paper headache?
Here's a sure cure for any computer
ized paper headache. Better still,
why wait for the agony when a phone
call, or letter, will place a fully
qualified Shoalhaven representative
at your disposal.
Shoalhaven Technical Consultants,
in Sydney or Melbourne, will be
happy to assist you in the selection
of computerized papers to suit your
particular requirements. At Nowra,
N.S.W., Shoalhaven produce the
widest and best range of papers for
the computer industry.

SHOALHAVEN
PAPER MILL SALES PTY. LTD.
NSW: Gateway House, 123 Euston Rd., Alexandria 2015 Telephone 51 0331

VIC: Gateway House, 5-9 Boundary Rd., Nth Melbourne 3051 Telephone 329 6277
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. A dirty tape can
drive a computer crazy.
An identity crisis your computer
doesn’t need. But a dirty tape can
cause one.
RCA Computer Tape is good,
clean therapy.
Our special formulation starts
cleaner. Every inch of every reel is

tested and certified in the cleanest
of white-room conditions. (We don’t
think statistical testing is good
enough.)
And it stays cleaner, longer.
So your data is less likely to drop
out. You’re less likely to lose crucial

computing time. And more likely to
save money.
Help give your computer a happy,
productive life. Contact RCA Limited,
11 Khartoum Rd., North Ryde 2113.
Phone 88.5444
The first step is clean tape. Ours.

I1CJ1
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RCA Limited,
11 Khartoum Rd.
North Ryde 2113
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Ampex TM-Z
a new low-speed,
high-performance,
computer-class
tape memory system

pppi

'
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The new Ampex TM-Z is a tape memory sys
tem that best fulfills the need for a low-cost, highperformance, low-speed unit for your computer,
data terminal or data acquisition system. Com
pletely computer-compatible, it conforms to all
requirements of IBM and ASCII 7- and 9-track
formats.
At its standard speed of 24 ips, the TM-Z pro
vides a data transfer rate of up to 19.2 kHz.

Optional speeds down to 10 ips are available.
Simplicity of design results in the utmost in
reliability and easy maintenance. This com
pletely new, ready-to-plug-in tape memory sys
tem features the same precision as the higher
speed Ampex TM-7 and TM-16 tape memories,
yet it is priced as low as $3,500 for a complete
system including read/write electronics.

AMPEX
Ampex Australia Pty. Ltd.
26 Ridge St., North Sydney
Phone:929-8511
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Five of our
billing machines are
wrong for your company
mmm
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But, ahh, that sixth one will be perfect.
The right size for your office. The right amount of
automation to solve your particular billing problems. And
the right price for your budget.
This is why we offer a total of six COMPUTYPER*
automatic billing and accounting machines. Instead of
the one or two machines most companies offer.
Friden doesn’t want you to waste money on more
machine than you need. And we don’t want you to be
stuck with something that’s inadequate for the job at hand.
Our 5610, for example, can prepare 50,000 sell-cost
invoices a year—with a single operator. It stores informa
tion while it invoices to give you daily reports on sales,
markets, profits, commissions, and inventory.
•ATRADEMARK OF FRIDEN, INC.

Friden

DIVISION OF

SI NGE R

Less expensive models do a little less, but still offer
features that make them outstanding in their price range.
One of these is programmed with a snap-on cartridge (it’s
like loading an instant camera). Another has a row of
programming keys that let you change program sequences
with the touch of a button.
If one of our basic machines doesn’t have exactly
what you want, we can “customize” it by adding optional
equipment. Like an automatic tab card reader that reads
732 punched codes per minute.
Let Friden solve your billing and accounting prob
lems—efficiently and economically.
Call your nearest Friden office.
Head Office:
636 St. Kilda Rd.,
Sydney 29 8731,
Brisbane 5 4486,
Perth 61 5038,

Melbourne. 51 6905
Canberra 9 0201,
Adelaide 23 5177,
Hobart 34 2957

1S54C

now!

-the Iutilities of
u naiuerful camnutBr
right next to
yourdesk:
MBOWwwl H

oWl IIM1P MHl

*jian

far only a few hundred dollars a month.
IBM's CALL/360 system is a new
conceptindata processing. Every
one in all businesses and indus
tries — from clerks to scientists —
will find CALL/360 invaluable in
their respective fields . . . CALL/
360 is not a specialists' tool only.
It is basically a general purpose
system.
It works very simply. An electric
typewriter terminal (like the one
with the revolutionary type-ball)
located in your office is linked by
telephone to a centrally located
IBM System/360 computer.

>0923

You, — or your secretary, your
engineer, programmer, executives,
clerks — use the typewriter to put
mathematical problems to or ask
information of the computer.
When the computer feeds back
the information required, it auto
matically operates the electric
typewriter to type out the data
right in your office.
At other times the IBM electric
typewriter can be used for normal
purposes.
There are so many advantages to
CALL/360, may we suggest that

a telephone call to IBM's Data
Centre would be worth your
while? Or — if you'd prefer
literature — simply address an
envelope to:

CALL/360,
DATA CENTRE SERVICES,
IBM AUSTRALIA LIMITED,
10-22 ROTHSCHILD AVENUE,
ROSEBERY. 2018.
with your name and address on
the back. No need to enclose
a letter to have the CALL/360
brochure forwarded to you.

IBM02wsm
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366 is PDP-10

PDP-10 has a cool 366 instruc
tions. All different. Three times
more than most computers of its
size. For easier programming.
More efficient code. Faster
running programs.
With 366 instructions,
you can apply:
Full computing power to run
both remote and local batch
processing tasks at
the same time.
Power to carry on several large
real-time jobs at once, without
cutting off anyone else.
Power to time-share 64 users.
In BASIC, FORTRAN, AID,
MACRO, DDT, TECO and
EDITOR. Any language. Any
mode. All simultaneously.
PDP-10 is the only computer
now available that does batch
processing, real-time and time
sharing simultaneously.
PDP-10. Pours the power on!

SD1DDSD

COMPUTERS • MODULES

75 ALEXANDER STREET
CROWS NEST, N.S.W. 2065
TELEPHONE: 439 2566
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Diehl Combitron ‘S’ was introduced
for application to the intricate
requirements of mathematical, scientific
and engineering calculating.
It differs from its renowned fore-runner
Combitron in that it has more flexible
programming capabilities (with
conditional and unconditional jumps)
and the capacity to make logical
decisions.
Diehl's Dilector is united with
either Combitron or Combitron ‘S’ for
the external input of digital information
and is fed by easily removable and
storable, cassette-contained punch
tapes. This provides Diehl
electronic systems with virtually
unlimited permanent storage of
programmes.

Basically, the machine consists of ten
memories, two adding registers, an
arithmetical unit, a square root unit and
remainder storage.
Programming is simple, 18 assembler
instructions and indefinite programme
steps in segments of 120 can be read
from a standard 1" tape of simple code.
A comprehensive range of software
(e.g., exponential and logarithmic
functions and statistical calculations
such as log trends, linear regression
and standard deviation) is also
available.
The Diehl Combitron ‘S’ is a compact
and ultra quiet computer, which can be
used as a simple electronic calculator
by any operator with a minimum
knowledge of short keyboard machines.

DIEHL COMBITRON “S” AND DILECTOR /M-

\

DATAGRAPHICS LIMITED 254 GEORGE STREET SYDNEY PHONE 271182
MELBOURNE 6621444

311845 ADELAIDE 84994 GEELONG 91271 CANBERRA 497522 WOLLONGONG 23586 NEWCASTLE 22358 PERTH (STOTT S HOARE TYPEWRITERS PIT. LTD.) 215967
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Punched card input
has slowed down computers
long enough.

Honeywell’s new KEYTAPE
is more their speed!
Keypunching speeds are no match for modern computing speeds. So if you’re feed
ing information on to punched cards, you’re holding your computer back. You’re
causing an input traffic jam that’s probably as frustrating to you as it is to your
computer. Honeywell has a solution.
KEYTAPE. It’s a way of typing original material directly on to magnetic tape and
verifying it in the same machine. The magnetic tape is used for direct input to the
computer and all without punched cards.
And because KEYTAPE input can be read by a computer at tape-drive speeds rather
than card—reader speeds, you save time. And time (especially computer time) is
money. It also saves time which was normally needed for verification and insertion
of correction cards on a separate machine.
Modern computers have finally met their match.

Honeywell
SYDNEY
27-7451

viii

MELBOURNE
26-3351

CANBERRA
49-7966

ADELAIDE
51-6203

NEWCASTLE
2-5790

BRISBANE
51-5248

HOBART
22-006

PERTH
28-3722
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NCR Paper was used here

Carbon paper was used here

Don't smudge your copy book with old-fashioned business methods.

NCR PAPER takes the carbon out of copying

M ^ The Wiggins Teape Australia Group
GATEWAY

TELEPHONE: Sydney 51 0331

J-

.

Melbourne 3296277

.

Adelaide 514531
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• Brisbane 44471

• Perth 219418
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A smooth worker achieves a high packing density

C1S3K
cram.car s>ai

BASF Computer Tape
BASF Disk Packs

Any roughness in the surface of a computer
tape decreases the tape/head contact and limits
the data packing density. Alongside, you
can see the coating thickness profile of a
typical rough tape.

BASF computer tape, on the other hand, is really
smooth. That's because the surface is treated
byaspecial unique-to-BASF process.The
superb tape/head contact so achieved permits a
high data packing density and a real output
uniformity at high packing densities. That's what
BASF quality means.

TYPE 611 SINGLE DISK
616 SIX DISK
621 ELEVEN DISK
Technically perfect — excellent service.

BASF
Write or phone sole Australian distributor

MAURICE CHAPMAN & CO. PTY . LTD.
276 Castlereagh St., Sydney, 2000 61.9881
146 Burwood Rd„ Hawthorn, Victoria, 3122 81.0574
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MAGNETIC COMPUTER PRODUCTS

ECS

8

— a technical computer
service bureau
with a difference!
We specialise in computer graphics, as a
large proportion of our customers are
mineral and oil exploration companies
who need visual, computed data
to aid in their exploration
activities.

Reduction and plotting of soundings
Map projections
Volumes

ECS currently utilises:
Computer: IBM

1130 Model 2D (High Speed Core
Memory), 16K core, 512K disc capacity.

522 60in. x 50in. Flatbed
Plotter, Speed 800 inches per minute, Repeat
ability ±.003, Resolution .001. CALCOMP 565
12in. Incremental Drum Plotter.
Digitizer: GERBER Model GCD-1 Large area co
ordinate digitizer, Basic system resolution .001
inches.
Computer on order for delivery in May, 1970: IBM
Model 44, 1 u, S Core Memory, 64K core, 2/2311
disc drives, 600 cpm Reader, 300 cpm Printer,
2415 duplex tape drive.
Block time is available on our 360/44 Computer.
This computer is tailored to handle scientific data pro
cessing applications and its performance on problems
for which it is optimised, is 30 to 50% faster than the
Model 50, its nearest neighbour in the 360 family.
Engineering Computer Services offer the following
programs:

ENGINEERING

Flat slab analysis
Critical path analysis
Roadworks—including
sections

Plotters: GERBER System

plotting

long

and

cross

MINERAL & OIL EXPLORATION

Data reduction and mapping of geochemical and
geophysical data.
Trend surface analysis
Statistical analysis
ECS has a service to sell and if we can interest you
with our range of plotting and computer equipment,
or if you are only interested in buying block time on
our pending 360/44, please contact by telephone or
letter

SURVEYING

Traverse reduction and subdivision calculations
Stadia reduction—plotting and contouring

The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 5, November, 1969

Mr. E. Murray
Engineering Computer Services Pty. Ltd.
48 Chandos Street
ST. LEONARDS, N.S.W. 2065
Telephone 439-1555
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COMPREHENSIVE

is the only word necessary to describe an organization* that can
solve all problems related to data processing

mmmm
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DELIVERY PROBLEMS?
Call A-CAR, the competitive radiocontrolled parcel courier service
that provides you with person-toperson pick-up and delivery, and a
computerised accounting system.

NEED STAFF?
Call DATASTAFF, the employ
ment service specialising in the
placement of:
Programmers, systems analysts, computer
operators, unit record operators, punched
card operators and all E.D.P. personnel.
Enquire about our training school for
punched card operators.

HEAVY WORKLOAD?
Call C.D.P. SERVICES, an independent service
bureau that provides:

A-CAR is as near as your phone.

Card punching, computer & unit record processing, sorting,
collating, reproducing, commercial and technical systems
design and programming.

DATASTAFF ,v :

262972
(4 lines)

rfi^xiixi
EE*ikllll

618292

616571

(5 lines)

(5 lines)

*AT MARK FOYS BUILDING, (5th Floor), 300 CASTLEREAGH STREET, SYDNEY, N.S.W. 2000
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A Network Representation
Of Serial Code
By A. J. Bayes *

A piece of Fortran serial code can be represented by a network. The representation is
useful in designing a compiler to produce optimised object code. Three examples are given.
(1) Optimisation to maximise execution speed in a serial computer, by algebraic manipula
tion at source code level.
(2) Maximising execution speed in a parallel computer.
(3) Minimising the number of temporary storage positions required to execute the code.
The network can be combined with existing techniques to design an optimising compiler.

In this paper we first develop a network representa
tion of serial code. Serial code is defined to be a
sequence of'executable statements which exclude con
ditional or unconditional branching. The network can
be used in a variety of ways to optimise the computa
tions performed by the code. This will be illustrated
with examples from Fortran.
A statement in a program can be considered as an
operator which maps the operands into the specified
result or results. For instance, an arithmetic statement
maps the variables on the right-hand side of the assign
ment into the variable on the left-hand side. A READ
statement maps the values on a peripheral storage
device into the variables in the data list. It is possible
to define a set of elementary operators p, such that any
Fortran statement can be expressed as a sequence of
statements, for each of which the operator is in p. For
instance, one such set is the (infinitely large) set of
Fortran statements. A statement whose operator is in
p is said to be elementary in p. A statement whose
operator is not in p in called a compound statement.
A sequence of elementary statements which expresses
a compound statement is called an analysis in p of the
compound statement. For example, the statement
Z = (X + Y)*R + (S—T)**N
(1)
is compound in the operator set
p = (addition, subtraction, multiplication,
exponentiation)
and the following program shows an analysis in p.
A =X + Y
B — A*R
C = S—T
(2)
D = C**N
Z = B+D
The notation we have introduced here is similar to the
notation in Iverson (1962).
Figure 1 shows a network representation of the
compound statement. Each circle in the figure is called
a node. There is a 1—1 correspondence between nodes
in the network and variables in the analysis of the
statement. In what follows we regard a node and its
associated variable as equivalent. The right-most node

of the network corresponds to the result of the com
pound statement. The nodes immediately to the left of
a node are said to be the immediate predecessors of the
nodes. A node which has no predecessors corresponds
to an operand of the statement. Any other node is
formed by an elementary operation on its immediate
predecessors. An elementary operator is shown in
Figure 1 to the left of its node.
The network in Figure 1 can be interpreted as show
ing the precedence relations which must be obeyed
when the code is executed. The operation to create a
node must not be executed unless all its predecessors
have been created. Subject to the restrictions defined

Fig. 1: A network representation of a compound statement

* IBM Australia Limited, 60 Market Street, Melbourne, Vic. 3000. Manuscript received April, 1969.
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Each new name has a corresponding unique node in
the network. This resolves the difficulty.
Any node in the network which has no predecessor
is said to be an initial node. Any node which has no
successor is a final node. A node which has prede
cessors and successors is an intermediate node. The
result of executing the code depends and depends only
on the values in the initial nodes when the program is
entered.
A Network Representation of Fortran Code

Fig. 2: A network representation of a program.

by the network, the operations may be carried out in
any sequence.
For example, if the code is rewritten
C = S—T
D = C**N
A = X+Y
(3)
B = A*R
Z = B+D
the precedence constraints are not violated, and the
code retains its original meaning.
We extend this concept to the representation of
serial code consisting of many elementary or com
pound statements. As before, an analysis of the com
pound statements results in a program in p. Each
variable is represented by a node, and the nodes are
connected to show the statements in the program. A
network for the following code is illustrated in Figure 2.
T = R +S
U = 2'%'p
V=T
x = W—Y
A network for a piece of serial code can normally
be drawn in an orderly manner proceeding from left
to right, and can be interpreted as a precedence
diagram to govern the sequence in which statements
are executed. Some difficulty arises if a variable has a
value assigned to it more than once. In practical cases
this frequently happens. The reason is that most com
pilers, unless specifically instructed otherwise, assign
to each variable name a unique storage location. The
multiple use of the same variable name economises in
storage.
Without altering the meaning of serial code, we can
rename a variable each time a new value is assigned
to it. To retain the meaning of the code, any reference
to a variable on the right-hand side of a statement must
be renamed to the most recent preceding new name.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 5, November, 1969

For simplicity, in the following discussion of Fortran
code the distinction between integer and real variables
and complications introduced by EQUIVALENCE
and COMMON are ignored.
We allow the following elementary operators
(1) The arithmetic operators for addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and exponentiation.
(2) The READ and WRITE operators.
(3) Subroutine CALL.
(4) Function reference.
(5) The null operator.
An analysis of a compound arithmetic assignment in
the arithmetic operators is performed in a manner
similar to that given for equation (1). Each elementary
statement is represented by an intermediate or final
node. The variable on the left-hand side of the state
ment is associated with a node. An array name is
treated as a variable. In an assignment statement
involving subscript variables, each variable appear
ing in a subscript is connected as an immediate pre
decessor. The extent to which subscript expressions
are calculated as separate elementary statements does
not affect the argument presented here, though in any
application of the network, the practical results may
depend on this. To fix ideas, we assume that the
analysis allows any subscript expression to contain at
most one variable or constant.
A READ statement is represented by an initial node.
Each variable read is represented by a node which is
an immediate successor to the READ node.
A WRITE statement is represented by a final node.
The immediate predecessor nodes represent the vari
ables to be written.
The precedence relations for a CALL depend on the
subroutine. A variable argument which is not altered
within the subroutine is a predecessor node. A vari
able argument which is used only to return values from
the subroutine is a successor node. A variable which is
passed to the subroutine, altered in value and returned
must be renamed in statements following the CALL.
Thus it has a predecessor and a successor node. This
is also the case if it is not known whether the variable
value is changed by the subroutine.
A function reference node has the argument vari
ables as immediate predecessors.
A null operator represents an assignment statement
which contains no arithmetic. It has just one immedi
ate predecessor.
The network as illustrated here does not show all
the information that exists in the program.
For
instance, it does not distinguish between the variables
in non-commutative operations such as -, / or **, nor
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Fig. 3: Common expressions.

does it define-the order of the variables in a READ or
WRITE statement. In a computer program to analyse
the network, the network would be represented by a
structured list and this information would be included.
Rather than define such a list, the work which fol
lows will be based on the graphic representation used
previously, with the understanding that it can readily
be translated into a list processing program.
Optimisation studies consist, in part, of scanning a
network to find a set of nodes with given operators
and connections. In the figures, the set of nodes is
delimited by a dotted circle. If the required condi
tions do not define the set of connections from a node
across the loop in one of the directions (backwards or
forwards) then this is represented by a ray of three
connections. In other cases the connections must be
as shown.
As an example, consider Figure 3 a. This states that
it is required to find two nodes X and Y each with
+ operators, arbitrary successors, and nodes A and B
as immediate predecessors. A and B have arbitrary
operators and predecessors, and, aside from X and Y,
arbitrary successors. In this description the naming of
the nodes is, of course, immaterial.
We now describe three optimisation studies based on
the network.
1. Source Code Optimisation

This section examines the type of optimisation that
can be achieved at source language level by a careful
programmer. We show how recognition of common
subexpressions, and the reduction of computing time
by intelligent use of the distributive law of arithmetic
and other laws, is achieved using the network.
To illustrate the recognition of subexpressions con
sider the fragment of Fortran shown in (5).
1 A = B+C— D — E

(5)
2 F = (B + C)**G
248

The expansion of statement 1 will create a temporary
variable, say X, as the sum of B and C. The expan
sion of statement 2 will create a temporary variable,
say Y, also as the sum of B and C. Recognition of
the subexpression B+C implies that X and Y are
recognised as the same variable, say Z. In terms of
the network this means that if any part of the network
satisfies Figure 3 a, it may be transformed into Figure
3b. The successors of X and Y are aH connected as
successors to Z.
Now consider the case in which a statement between
statements 1 and 2 changes the value of B. In this
case the variable B from that point on is renamed.
Thus B in statement 2 is represented by a different
node to B in statement 1. The network representa
tion of this part of the code will not correspond to
Figure 3 a. The subexpressions will (correctly) not be
recognised as common.
The use of the distributive law is illustrated by
reference to the program fragment (6)
3 A = B*C
(6)

4 D=A+B*E
The statements can be combined into the statement
D=B*(C+E) only if the variable A is not used else
where in the program, i.e. has no immediate successors
other than D. This condition is represented in Figure
4a, which can be transformed into Figure 4b.
The above two examples show how the network dis
tinguishes possibilities for source code optimisation.
2. Optimising a Parallel Computer

We consider optimised code for a computer which
has several arithmetic units which can operate in
parallel. We suppose that where several hardware
units can perform the same function, then each one is
activated by a separate operation code. For instance,
if the computer has three multipliers, there are three
operation codes for multiplication. It is then the task
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 5, November, 1969
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(a)

Fig. 4: The distributive law of arithmetic.

of the compiler to choose the hardware for each opera
tion, so as to maximise running speed. This is an
economical design for a computer, since it ensures the
“thinking” is performed at compile time, rather than
by hardware at object time.
To optimise code for such a computer, observe that
the network may be interpreted as a precedence
diagram for a critical path network. Each node has
associated with it an operation and various core loca
tions, and these define, for any computer, the resources
required to execute the operation of the node. The
problem of minimising the compute time for the net
work is thus a critical path and resource scheduling
computation on the network. These problems arise
frequently in the construction industry, and are solved
satisfactorily, though not optimally, by various heuristic
algorithms. Programs that are available for this pur
pose in Australia are the IBM Pert-Cost program (3),
the General Electric Astra program (4) and the
C.S.I.R.O. Network Analysis Program (5). We may
expect that these algorithms, or variations of them, will
provide equally satisfactory answers to networks
derived for parallel computers.
The type of transformation described in the previous
section may be useful in a parallel computing environ
ment. Thus suppose, in Figure 4b, that analysis of
the network shows that when B, C and E become
available the hardware adders are all occupied, but two
multipliers are idle. It may be worthwhile in this case
to transform the network to Figure 4a, so that com
putation can continue immediately.
3. Optimisation of Storage

The allocation of variables to storage is important
in optimisation studies and it affects the way in which
pieces of serial code are joined together. A piece of
code must leave a variable where a succeeding piece
of code expects to find it. In most compilers, the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 5, November, 1969

(b)

allocation of a unique core location to each program
variable gives the programmer control over storage
allocation. This may be inefficient, particularly in
computers with several arithmetic registers, such as
IBM System /360 and I.C.L. System/4.
One method of associating renamed variables with
a storage location is to assign a common location to
variables whose original name is the same. Unfortu
nately, the flexibility in the sequence of execution
which renaming allows will cause this rule sometimes
to give wrong results. The requirement is to define
an algorithm which allocates names to core or registers
efficiently, and also assures correct marrying with pre
ceding and succeeding code. The problem is not
solved in this paper, but it is possible that a variation
of the allocation rules described later in this section
would give good results. The network, by distinguish
ing the necessary from the fortuitous concurrence of
core location, provides a useful start for storage
optimisation.
In the parallel computer described above, the use
of a new storage location for each renamed variable
may result in a faster execution time. For instance,
if each variable has its own storage location, then the
statements in program fragment (7) must be obeyed
in the sequence shown.
1 A— B*B
2 B = B +2
(7)
3 C = B+B
If we allocate a new location to the new value of
the variable B, then statement 2 can be obeyed first,
and, possibly, statements 1 and 3 can be obeyed con
currently. This is shown schematically in (8).
D=B + 2
i-------------'------------- 1
A—B*B
C=D + D
(8)
i-------------j------------- 1
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As might be expected, the greater the resources, the
faster the execution.
A more detailed analysis would require specifica
tion of the degree of parallelism in the computer, and
will not be done here. This is just an indication of
the line of reasoning to be followed.
For a conventional serial computer, where only one
statement is being executed at any time, the total time
for a computation is independent of the sequence in
which statements are executed. The choice of this
sequence can be made to optimise some other charac
teristic of the computation. A possible choice is to
minimise the storage required during execution of the
code. This will be decribed below. The use of the
algorithm will correct the inefficient use of space that
would be caused if each of the newly named variables
were assigned its own storage location.
A subset S of the nodes in the network is defined to
be admissible if, for every node N in S, the immediate
predecessors of N are also in S. Let Ss be the null
subset, and S2 be the set of all nodes. Then S, and S,
are admissible. If the nodes in any admissible subset S
have been executed, then the subset S represents a
state of partial execution of the network, in which none
of the precedence relations have been violated. St
represents the state in which none of the statements in
the code have been executed. Ss represents the state
in which all the statements have been executed. The
choice of a valid sequence of execution of the state
ments in the network can be represented by a chain
of admissible subsets Sh Sh Sj, . . ., S2 in which each
subset differs from its immediate predecessor in the list
by the inclusion of one extra node.
Consider a function G(S) associated with the subset
S. We wish to find the chain of admissible subsets
from S, to S:!, such that max (G(S)) over the chain is a
minimum. To do this we construct a network, which
we call the state network, in which each admissible S
is represented by a node. Admissible subsets consist
ing of S with one element removed are connected as
immediate predecessors to the node S. Si is the initial
node and Sg is the final node in the state network. Any
chain from Si to Sg is represented by a path in the state
network from S, to Sg. The path which minimises the
maximum of G(S) can be found by successively remov
ing from the state network the nodes with the highest
G(S), until removal of more nodes would break all the
remaining paths from Si to Sg. A more attractive compu
tational approach is to calculate, for each S, the chain
from Si to S which minimises max(G) over the chain.
If this value is written G*(S) then we have the recur
rence relation
G*(S’) = max(G*(S‘), min(G*))
(9)
-*•<

where 2 is the set of immediate predecessors of S’.
G*(S) is calculated working progressively from the left
in the state network. This approach uses the principle
of dynamic programming.
If G(S) is the storage requirement associated with
the state of partial execution represented by the set S,
then the above calculation produces the sequence of
250

execution of the original network to minimise the
maximum storage required over the calculation. We
consider two possible forms which G(S) might take.
Henceforth, by network, we mean the original network
derived from the serial code.
Consider a computer in which all arithmetic opera
tions are performed on registers. Initial node variables
are moved to registers before they are used. Variables
are overwritten when they are no longer required for
further computations within the serial code. We define
G(S) as follows:
“For each node in S, if its immediate successors are
not all in S, count 1.”
As a second example, suppose that an operator may
combine a register with a register, or a core location
with a register. Values are retained in registers until
all their immediate successors have been executed.
Then we define S as follows:
“For each node in S, excluding initial nodes, if its
immediate successors are not all in S, count 1.”
Other examples could be constructed, relating in each
case to assumptions about the nature of the computer
architecture.
Conclusions

The optimisation of a Fortran code can be con
sidered as, firstly, a question of optimising each block
of serial code, and, secondly, of marrying the blocks
together in an efficient way.
The first problem is largely one of choosing an
appropriate sequence of machine instructions, and the
second is largely one of control of storage allocation.
In the first and third examples of using the network
we have illustrated its application in these two areas.
Clearly there are many other optimisation techniques
which we have not discussed, such as those in Lowry
and Medlock (1969). It is likely that the network
would be useful in some of these areas. (For instance,
in the optimisation of a DO loop, all those nodes in
the network which are not successors, immediate or
otherwise, of the index node can be taken outside the
loop.) However, it must be recognised that the only
ultimate justification of the techniques depends on
their successful implementation in a good compiler.
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A Mathematical Basis For A Terminal
Network Cost Minimisation Strategy
By G. Karoly * and J. W.fMarquet * *
By means of a simplified model a mathematical analysis is presented of the problem of network cost
minimization for die situation when several hundred terminals distributed over urban and suburban
areas are to be connected to a central processing point.

INTRODUCTION
The modern urban and suburban environment results
from a human population clustered geographically to
permit efficient, shared usage of centralised metropolitan
facilities. To service the needs of the population,
commercial and utility organisations distribute offices,
agencies or branches throughout the metropolitan and
suburban areas. A number of strategies are employed in
determining a preferred placement of these agencies, but
any strategy adopted will normally recognise at least the
two following considerations.
(a) Potential customers will not travel an unreasonable
distance to use a facility.
(b) Potential customers will not travel to a facility that is
known to be normally congested.
As an outcome, for example, bank branches, retail stores,
off-course betting agencies and post offices tend to have a
rather even distribution, about the urban area. The size of
the facility varies to match the variations in suburban
population density.
Organisations with distributed agencies have been
investigating methods of connecting the agencies to a
central computer system, to facilitate information
acquisition and to permit shared usage of a central data
base.
The specific circumstance which stimulated the study
outlined in this paper was a requirement to connect about
one thousand terminals to a central computer system. The
terminals are to be distributed throughout Melbourne.
Terminals are grouped, with about five to an agency. The
agencies are located about two miles from each other. If a
circle of one mile radius is described around each agency on
a map of Melbourne, the circles are approximately
contiguous. There are exceptions at the centre and
extremes of the area served by agencies.
To connect the terminals to the computer system in
Melbourne with low data rate lines would cost in excess of
$ 200,000 per annum for rental of the lines from tire
Australian Post Office at current rates.
The line rental charges can be reduced if the data in
transit over the terminal network can be funnelled into high
data rate links. In Australia, a line of 1200 baud speed costs
about 1.7 times as much as a line of 75 baud speed.
Conceptually, it would appear that the terminal
population should be subdivided into terminal subsystems,
and each subsystem should be driven by a small regional
computer via low data rate lines. The regional computers
should be connected to the central computer with high data
rate lines.

A device, termed a concentrator, was postulated to
achieve a relatively low cost communication network. In
the following discussion, the concentrator is considered to
be a programmable device with local (core) storage, which
can receive a number of low data rate inputs and transmit a
single high data rate output. Conversely, the concentrator
can receive a single high data rate input and segment this
input for distribution to several low data rate outputs. It is
intended that the concentrator take over much of the
procedural traffic required to control, drive and format
data for the terminals;- hence the concentrator is to be
programmable, with enough capability to preserve the
‘upstream’ central system from the traffic and computing
overheads involved in terminal dialogues.
The first phase of the network cost analysis was to use
the concentrator postulate to demonstrate that line cost
savings could be achieved, at least in a simple theoretical
case.
Consider a circular surface covered with uniformly
distributed terminals. At the centre of the surface is a
computer system, to which the terminals are to be
connected.
The connection is to be effected with low speed
communication lines which cost f dollars per mile.
Let s' = no. of terminals/unit area
/ = cost/unit length of communication line in
dollars
R = radius of surface
Consider the small element of the surface shown in
figure 1. The area of the element is rdrd0,and the cost of
connecting the terminals on the element to the centre of
the surface is
t = no. of terminals x distance from centre x cost/unit
length = srdrddrf
The total cost to connect all terminals on the surface to
the central system is
27T CR

f

sfr2drdO

0 JO

2ir sfR3

= ----------3

dollars

, ,,
(0

T is a worst-case cost which results from direct
connection of each terminal to the central computer
system.

*Control Data Australia Pty, Ltd., Melbourne. **lntech Australia LtdMelbourne. Manuscript received January 1969; in revised form April, 1969
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To achieve minimum cost, x may be adjusted. T has a
minimum
dT
when ---- is zero.
dx
A.u_

cOr\r*'Oi-io*-'

This occurs if

* "

v

^2

O’)

f

I me "to cemtmL

For the purposes of this introduction, let us assume that
k is much less than c. If this is so, T is a near minimum
when x has a value of JL_ Substituting this value in (iii)
gives
Y7
T minimum

kf
x

1
(1-'
)
1/2

(v)

Comparison of equations (v) and (i) leads to a tentative
deduction that if the concentration ratio is high, and the
price difference between low and high speed
communication lines is small, a saving in line costs of the
order of 70% may be achieved through the use of
concentrators.
This very preliminary analysis has, of course,
over-simplified the problem. The concentrators will
themselves cost money (though this cost may prove less
than the cost of individual low speed line interfaces).
Similarly, there is a premium to be paid to locate a device
away from the central site. The premium includes charges
for suitable housing, modems and maintenance.
Empirically, it costs more to run several regional computers
titan it does to run the same number at a central, common
site.
These additional costs appear as terms in the more
detailed treatment in the body of the paper.

Consider now the same surface with a number of
concentrators located a distance x from the centre, and
uniformly distributed on the circle with radius x. Each
concentrator controls a number of terminals over low speed
lines, and communicates with the central system over high
speed lines.
Let s, f and R remain as defined above, and let
c

2 7T sfR3
---------3

=
concentration
ratio
=
no.
of
terminals/concentrator
= cost/unit length of high speed communication line
= distance of all concentrators from the centre of
the surface

The new network is shown in figure 2.
The network line costs now have two components, the
cost of low speed and high speed lines.
The cost of connecting the terminals on a. surface
element of area rdrdd is approximately

jHar uarw-fc cue*

kfxs
rdrd6+

t

rdrdd

c

00

Equation (ii) is exact only if the concentrators form a
continuum on the circle, radius, x. The approximation is
shown to be acceptable in later development in the paper.
The total cost to connect all terminals on tire surface in
this manner is
'R

2
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Figure 2.
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<PsR 2
For constant s this becomes# =■—-—

(la)

Assume the network is so constructed that terminals
inside a radius r0 are connected to concentrators at the
centre and terminals outside ro to concentrators situated
evenly distributed around a circle of radius x.
Further assume a concentrator can handle c terminals.
The number of concentrators at centre = a
”
”
”
”
’’radius
b
Total number of concentrators
- a+b
We now have, for constant s,
$sR2
c (a+b) = N =------Cowce-rv-tra tors

In order to utilise all concentrators fully, we have

(3)
For constant s, <I>s =------ , and
R2
chfl-o
ca

Nr\

=--------- = ---------

2
Figure 3

Network costs will be further reduced if some of the
concentrators are located at the central site. This provision
is also made in the detailed model.
The network cost analysis that makes up the balance of
this paper permits the network designer to identify the
ideal concentrator capacity for a specific application and
terminal geography. In practice, the designer is often
constrained by the equipment available and by the
requirement that no more than a stated percentage of the
network rely upon a single concentrator.
The authors realise that no real terminal network is
geographically uniform in distribution. We have found,
however, that actual networks may be divided into sectors
which have their apices at the central computer system so
that the terminal density within each sector is for all
practical purposes uniform.
The purpose, of this mathematical model is to aid the
investigation of the interaction of concentration ratios, line
speeds and concentrator location and to obtain results
which may be useful in the design of practical networks.

R2

(3a)

Let r0 be determined by the criterion that for terminals
at radius rQ the average cost of connection with a low speed
line direct to a concentrator at the centre should be the
same as the average cost of connection to the centre
through a concentrator at radius x and a shared high speed
line from the concentrator to the centre. Consider an
element of area P at radius rQ. (See Figure 4).
Number of terminals in element = sr0A d AyDistance to centre = r0
Distance to concentrator at B
y =^x2 +r20 - 2xr0 cosd

(4)

\

C OTTvce-ntra-terrs

FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS
Consider an area in the shape of a circular sector, centre
A, radius R, central angle $ with circularly symmetrical
distribution of terminals, which are to be connected to a
central system situated at A. (Refer figure 3).
Let the number of terminals per unit area be s.
Total number of stations = N =

srdr

(1)
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Assume cost/unit length of low speed lines connecting
terminals to concentrators is f dollars, also that
concentrators at radius x are connected to the centre with
high speed lines costing kf dollars/unit length.
Assume the cost of each central concentrator to be u
dollars. Assume the, cost of each concentrator not at the
centre is v dollars. To connect a terminal distance r0 from
the centre to a concentrator at the centre requires r0 unit
lengths of low speed line and utilises c of the capacity of
the concentrator.
Hence average cost of connection from P to the centre
u
= frn + ■—
dollars.
c
To connect a terminal distance r0 from the centre to a
concentrator distance x from the centre, and thence via
high speed line to the central system requires y unit lengths
of low speed line, x unit lengths of high speed line and
utilises-|-of the capacity of the concentrator. Note that the
single terminal only utilises-^— of the capacity of the high
speed line.
Also, the radii connecting the concentrator and the
terminal may.describe an angle of maximum \P radians;

N fofR
T =— u +1 I
c
JoJO

Hence the average distance of a terminal from a
concentrator at radius x is
syr0dd

fsr2drdd

dollars

Ignoring the term — u, which is constant for a given
number of terminals and concentrator capacity
ft Cr
T -I I
fsr2drdd
JO Jo

For constant s, this becomes
T

,_2/A!R

For elegance of notation, a new unit is required for cost.
It has been assumed throughout that the cost of an
individual line varies linearly with length, so we may specify
a unit termed “line dollars”, which is here defined as the
cost per unit length of low speed communication line
T
Then t =_
/'

where 'T = —
2b

I

The cost for this case is

=

dollars
dollars/unit length of low speed line
NR line dollars

Consider now the actual case for terminal connection
using concentrators at radius x and the centre.

J 0_____ units of length
I
sr0dd
J 0
Average cost of connection from P to B to A in the
above described manner
fsyr0d6

TT
Jo

kxf
v
------+ —

dollars

srQdd

(5)

Since s is independent of 0 this becomes
*

pv

x2 + r20 -2xrfj cosd dd+'

kxf

Jo

i.e. for equal costs for both modes of connection of a
terminal distance rQ from the centre,
1
---------------------kx v-u
r0 =— I Jx2 +r2 -2xr0 cosB dd+—+— (6)
Vo
c-

EXPRESSION FOR COST OF NETWORK
Consider first, for a basis of comparison, the case where
all concentrators are at the centre and each terminal is
connected to the centre by an individual low speed line.
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Cost of concentrators = au+bv = (a+b) u+b (v-u j

1

fw
kx
d
Je (x-r0) dd+ — + —
W JO

(7)

N
=— u+b (v-uj dollars
c

(7a)
= x-r0 +

Cost of high speed lines = bkfx dollars
C* Co
Cost of low speed lines to centre =1 I
frsrdrdd

i.e. r,

JoJo

i;o

= /<3> |

1
—x
2

kx

d

c

c

k\
(]+ —j
\c

d
+---c

(14)

px+q

sr2dr dollars

(13)

(8)

where

_ fs&r3 for s independent of r
3
Cost of low speed lines to concentrators not at centre
(see figure 5)

P

(16)

V-lt

2c

fVCR
i-------------------- 2b j o J
fszrdrdd where z = y x2+r2 - 2xrcos6

(15)

1
k
-d+—)
2
c

2fc

(9)

Hence total variable cost, assuming s is independent of r,

T = b (v-u)+bkfx+f<&—— + 2bfs

r2 + x2 - 2rxcos6 rdrdd

(10)

or expressing it in terms of line dollars
W (R
t =---- = bd+bkx-is$—- + 2bs \
I
~\lr2 + x2 - 2rxcos8 rdrdd line dollars
f
3
)0 Jr0 V
v-u
Here d = —
f

(12)

That is, d is the difference in cost of remote and central
concentrators expressed in terms of line dollars.
In the above expression for the total cost the variables b,
x, r0 are connected by the equations (2), (3), (6). Hence all
but one of them could, in principle, be eliminated, leaving a
minimization problem with a single' independent variable.
To carry this process out explicitly in the general case is
impracticable, although it may be possible to do this
numerically in particular cases.
In order to make the expressions more tractable, we will
introduce the assumption that 'T is small in equations (6)
and (9); this implies since 0 < 8 < 'T that cosd = 1. In
justification of this, consider a case with b = 8 and <3> = 27r.
This makes 'h=7r/sand the minimum value of cosd = 0.92
i.e. approximately 8% deviation from the assumed value in
the worst case.

(11)

Introducing the same approximation into equation (9)
and hence into (11), we get
r3
CR
fW
r\r-x\dddr
t = bd+bkx+s<$_JL +2bs
J>'o J o
3
r3
rR
= bd+bkx+sQ_°_+2b'fy s
J ro
3
= bd+bkx+s<&

r3
| rx
0 -/-scti I
3
Ll/v,

dr+1 r (r-x) dr
K, r(x-r)
"J!
Jx

j 2t3 x3
R3 x
= bd+bkx+s<& <—- +__ +__ - — (r20 +R2) j
{ 3
3
3
2
line dollars (17)
Substituting from (la) for s and <J>

With the above approximation,"^ r2+x2- 2rQXC0sd =x-.r0.
Equation (6) becomes
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2N Cr3
x3 R3
t= bd+bkx+—{—£ +— + — - — (r2-rR2))
R2 [3
line dollars (17a)
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From (2) and (3a), it can be shown that

Therefore, x = fi +ij(32 - Joc-y for a minimum t

(23)

—

N

(R2 - r20)

cR2

(18)

The above developed equations can be used to obtain a
value of x and from it values of r0, a and b to minimize the
total cost. However, the values so obtained will not

Substituting for b in (17a) gives
2N
R2

t

,.2

R'
2c

x3
R3
x
2r3n
(d+kx) +----- +---- +-------------- (r2 + R2)
3
3
3
2
0

normally be physically realisable, since the condition that a
and b have integral values will not be satisfied, except
accidentally.
In order to obtain a realisable minimal solution, we take
the nearest integral values of a (and b) on either side of the

Note:
k_
2c

2N
R2

1

P~

2
1

(R2-rV

(19)

q+(p- —)x

2r3

x3

3

+--------

3

+

3

By rearranging (19a) it can be shown that
3R2
----- t = 2r30- 3r20 (q+px)+3x (p-1) R2 t-x3+3qR2+R3
2N

xR2

R3

+ —u- +

(20)

(19a)

2

values obtained above and find a new optimum value of x
for these.
For such integral values of a and b all the concentrators
may not be fully utilised, i.e. the relation c(a+b) = N may
no longer be true, but we must have that
c(a+b) > N

Substituting from (14) for r0, we obtain

c.f. equation (2)

(24)

and r0 must satisfy the conditions
3R2
-----1 = x3 (1-p3 }-3p2 qx2+3x R2(p-l)-pq2 +3qR2+R3-q3
2N

TV ;-2

c.f. equation (2a)

(21)

2N
Hence t =-----3R2

(<xx3~ (3x2+yx+8) line dollars

(22)

Where a = 1-p3

C R2

W R2-rl
-------c
R2

&

i.e. r0

c.f. equation (3a)

(25)

< r

(3 = 3p2q
7 = 3R2 (p-l)-pq2

&r0>R.yi--^-b

(26)

8 = 3qR2+R3 - q3
N
When (a+b) = — these limits for r0 are identical.
c
For a given integral value of a and b, the number of
concentrators, we can treat (17a) as a function of two
independent variables7'0 and x and obtain a minimum by
equating the partial derivatives

The minimum cost is obtained when — = 0, i.e. when
dx
3<xx2 - 2)3x+y = 0

x ■= 13 +i(32-3°:7
3°c
d2t
Now flx2 = 6<xx-2t3, which is postive (and therefore gives
a minimumj only when the positive value of the square root
is used in the above expression for x.
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dt
___
9 rQ
91 =
9 ro

dt +to zero,+,thus:
____
dx
2N
~R2

(2ro~ x,'o)= 0

(27)
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dt

0

2N

dx

RESULTS
In order to obtain numerical results of the number and
positions of the concentrators and of the cost savings
effected, a program has been written to evaluate a, b, r0, x,
T and tmin for various values of the parameters R,.N, c, k
and d.
As an example of the output from this program, consider
R = 10.0 miles
the case where k = 7.50
c = 100
iV = 1,500 terminals
cl = 50

R2'

---- =6k+ -------

=

0

R2

Eliminating rQ from (27) and (28), we obtain

_Z----—
4

x2

= N-bk so that

R2
R
-1 j

1

bk
N

1bk

l/'-T

a2t

a2t

dx-

drQ

(29)

(30)

1 line dollar = 300 dollars (Capitalised over 10 years)
Hence cl = 50 line dollars = 15,000 dollars

d21

Evaluation of —. ----- and------- and substitution from
oxbr0

(29) and (30) confirms that the value of t corresponding to
the above r0 and x is in fact a minimum.
It can be shown from an examination of the behaviour of
0

The line dollars unit has the value of dollars per mile of
low speed line. There is, of course, a problem in Australia in
so far as lines cannot be purchased. One approach is to
capitalise line rentals for the predicted life of the system,
(taken here as 10 years) so that

0/

-=—‘and4— that to obtain a minimum value for t while
0 A‘
0}'q
satisfying tlie restriction of (25) and (26), r0 should be
permitted to take the maximum value

r°=

(3i)

That is, it is predicted that the cost of installing a remote
concentrator is about 15,000 dollars more than the cost of
installing a central concentrator.
For an actual network, 100 terminals running at 75 baud
into a remote concentrator will require that the link
between the concentrator and the central system be
composed of several 1200 ' or 2400 baud lines. The
multiplicity of medium speed lines can be taken into
account in the value assigned to k. The modems required
for the medium speed lines can be included in the value
assigned to d.
The program indicated that a minimum cost occurs for
the above stated values if
a
b
r0
x

and the resulting cost relation then minimised with respect
to x.
From (28) we obtain
dj_

The minimum cost is 37.78% of the maximum cost,
where maximum cost is the cost to connect all terminals
directly to central concentrators using low speed lines.
The program then substitutes integral values of a and b
to achieve feasible minima.

0

dx
when

R2+ r2

If a = 2 concentrators (central)
b =13 concentrators (remote)
Then r0 = 3.65 miles
.v = 7.31 miles
and minimum cost is 38.16% of maximum cost.

bkR2

x
2N
Substituting from (31)
N+ca-bk
x = R
2N

(32)

Substituting this value of x from (32) and the value of r0
from (31) in (17a) we can obtain the minimum value of t
consistent with integral values of a and b:
tmi

= 2.74 concentrators (central)
= 12.26 concentrators (remote)
= 4.27 miles
= 7.49 miles

2
= bd+ — NR+2car0 -x0 (N+ca-bkj line dollars
3

where x0 is the value of x from (32)

If a = 3 concentrators (central)
6 = 12 concentrators (remote)
}0= 4.47 miles
x =.7.55 miles
and minimum cost is 37.82% of maximum cost.
It should be noted that the minimum/maximum cost
ratio is valid whether the network under consideration
covers a circular sector or a full circle. The results
demonstrate that very considerable cost savings can be
obtained under the idealised conditions assumed. It does
not seem unreasonable to expect that useful cost savings
can be obtained if these results are used as the basis for an
actual network design.
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A Note On An Editing Problem Involving
Several Data Representations
By J. D. Enfield *

This note describes and evaluates an efficient method of searching and maintaining a
data representation of variable-length items. The method, which has been implemented in
a business compiler on a word-processor, involved the application of mapped-, chained-,
and partitioned data representations. As far as possible the terminology of the IFIP-ICC
Vocabulary of Information Processing (1966) is used throughout the note.

This note describes an editing problem and a solu
tion to it which involves the manipulation of several
data representations. The solution was programmed
in the FACT compiler language for execution on a
Honeywell H800 computer.
The method described is applicable, however, to any
digital computer and any suitable programming
language could be used.
The Problem

The editing problem arose in a data processing
application in which data descriptive of certain entities
are to be recorded and manipulated. Each of these
entities is identified by one or more unique names, one
of which is treated as a “primary” name and the
others are treated as “alternatives”. The name(s) by
which an entity is known is subject to change. While
new entities may enter the set of entities existing
entities only rarely leave it.
On input to the data processing system, entity
names (in alphanumeric form) are required to be
checked for validity, i.e. presence in a set of accept
able names, and, if valid, converted to a 12 bit num
ber, which uniquely identifies the named entity. This
12 bit number is called the “transform” of the name.
Both the primary and alternative names of the same
entity convert to the same transform. On output, the
transforms are required to be converted to the primary
and alternative names in alphanumeric form, with the
primary name being distinguished as such.
On input, entity names appear in undefined order,
and linked in pairs because of a relationship which
exists between pairs of entities. However, this rela
tionship is not necessarily reflected in the alpha
numeric values of their names. Because of this link
ing, sorting on input names (and transforms) before
(and after) an editing pass against a magnetic tape file
of acceptable names would require an extract opera
tion in the pre-editing sort and a collate operation in
the post-editing sort. To avoid these time-consuming
operations, and in the absence of random access
devices, techniques were used which allowed the set
of acceptable names and their transforms to be held
in core store so that the editing and transformation

operations could be carried out in a single pass of the
input magnetic tape file of names.
In this problem, the lengths of acceptable names,
of which there are about 1850, vary from a minimum
of 3 characters to a maximum of 71 characters.
(Thus 9 machine-words (72 characters) would be
required for storage of the longest name.) The mean
length of names is 20.4 characters, the modal length is
11 characters, and the median length is 17.3 charac
ters. It is not possible to store the acceptable names
as 9 machine-word fixed-length strings since their
length of names is 20.4 characters, the modal length is
would exceed the total core store available. Accord
ingly, the names must be packed, or stored as variablelength strings, after the removal of trailing blank
words.1 When packed, the total length of the names,
roughly 5500 machine-words, is well within the limits
of the core store available. It is then necessary to
choose a suitable data representation for the packed
names and other associated data.
Alternative Representations

The three data representations considered for the
packed names were:
(a) a partitioned representation (Figure 1), i.e. names
stored contiguously in alphanumeric sequence, each
name being separated from those adjacent to it
by a special partitioning symbol, i.e. the “mark
word”;
(b) a chained representation (Figure 2), i.e. names
stored in unspecified order and not necessarily con
tiguously, with each name being accompanied, in
an “identifier word”, by the address of its successor
in alphanumeric sequence. Using the terminology
of Newell, Shaw and Simon (1958) the chained
representation will hereinafter be referred to as a
“list”;
(c) a mapped representation (Figure 3), i.e. names
stored in unspecified order and not necessarily con
tiguously, with a separate matrix, or “input map”,
being maintained in which each row contains:
1 For a word-processor, such as the H800, it is more efficient
to remove an integral number of blank words rather than all
trailing blank characters.

* Department of Defence, Canberra. Manuscript received October, 1968.
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03 NOMIC AN

04 ALYSIS

05 2 P 026

06 ATLAS SH

07 RUGGED

10 1 A 173

11 CAPITAL

12 1 A 026

13 CATCH 22

14 5 P 416

15 GUIDE TO

16

17 MONWEALT

20 H INCOME
24 2 P 073

—1

02 Y OF ECO

ro

01 A HISTOR

i
—
•

00 4 P 173

THE COM

23 MONEY

25 SOLDIERS

26 ' WOMEN

11 3 A 073

30 THE NAKE

31 D AND TH

32 E DEAD

33 5 A 116

34 THE RISE

35

36 L OF THE

37

40 EICH

41 2 P 116

42 THE TRIA

43 L

44 3 A 173

45 THE WEAL

46 TH OF NA

47 TIONS

50 2 P Oil

51 TOM JONE

52 S

53 1 P 726

54 WAGES

55 2 P 305

56 YEATS' V

57 ERSE

X

22 1 P 132

AND FAL

THIRD R

Fig. 1: Partitioned representation.

This figure shows names after removal of blank trailing
words and stored as eight-character strings in the numbered
words of core store. (Names are printed in Letter Gothic,
e.g. MONEY.)
The names are in alphanumeric order and are stored, with
their mark words, contiguously.
Mark words (which are printed in Light Italic, e.g. 4 P 173)

are stored immediately before the name to which they apply.
For instance, the mark word at location 27 indicates that the
following 3 words contain a name which is an Alternative to
the Primary name with the transform 073 (i.e. SOLDIERS'
WOMEN).
Addresses and transforms have been restricted to the length
required by this example.

(i) the address2 of the machine-word containing
the first word of the name referenced by this
row (this is also referred to as the “start
address” of the name),
(ii) the length of that name as stored (in machinewords),
(iii) the transform of the name,
(iv) a ‘primary/alternative’ indicator which dis
tinguishes a primary name from its alterna
tives.
The ordinal position of a row of the input map is
determined by the alphanumeric value of the name
it references (i.e. the first row refers to the name
with the lowest alphanumeric value. The last row
refers to the name with the highest alphanumeric
value).
There is nothing to choose between the above repre
sentations on the grounds of efficiency of use of store
since the packed names require the same amount of*

core store in each case and each representation
requires one additional machine-word per name (for
mark word, identifier word, or input map row). They
must then be compared on the grounds of efficiency of:
(a) searching;
(b) updating (i.e. adding, deleting, or modifying names
of the acceptable set).

* "address” here, and throughout this note, does not imply an
absolute machine address but rather an increment relative
to a base address (zero-origin) held in a register.
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Searching

Searching either the partitioned representation or
the list requires the location and comparison of
(logically) successive names until either the search key
(i.e. the desired name) is matched or it is determined
that it is not present.
In searching the partitioned representation, the start
address of the next name in sequence is obtained by
adding the length of the last-examined name (obtained
from the mark word) to its start address plus 1.
In searching the list, the start address of the next
name in sequence is obtained directly from the address
held in the identifier word carried with the lastexamined name.
If search keys occur with equal probability the
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average number of search cycles necessary to achieve
a match in either the partitioned representation or the
list is given by 0.5 (O + 1), where O is the number of
acceptable entity names, i.e. in this case 0.5 (1851) or
about 925.
Searching of the mapped representation allows the
use of a “dichotomizing search”, i.e. a search in which
an ordered set of items is divided into two parts, one
of which is rejected, and the process repeated until the
item with the desired property is found. The classic
illustration of the dichotomizing search (and the most
efficient in this problem) is the binary search in which
the ordered set is (approximately) halved at each
search cycle. The maximum number of search cycles
necessary to match a search key by means of the
binary search is given by the greatest integer that does
not exceed log2 (O + 1). The average number of search
cycles is not much less than the maximum under gene
ral conditions. Hence, in this case, the average number
of search cycles is 10 (since log2 1851 = 10.85).
There is little difference in the computation time per
search cycle in a search of any of the three representa
tions. In each case the next name in sequence must
be located and compared with the search key. The
only differences are in the computation necessary to
obtain the start address of the next name, which:
(a) for the partitioned representation, requires the
addition of the length of the last-examined name to
its start address plus 1;
(b) for the list, requires no further computation;
(c) for the mapped representation, requires the com
putation of the address of the input map row to be
used in the next search cycle, i.e. that row which
contains the start address of the next name to be
compared.
These differences represent only about ±10% of the
computation time per search cycle.
The mapped representation thus allows significantly
more efficient searching than either the partitioned
representation or the list since it requires, on average,
only 1.1% of the search cycles required by either of
them and the computation time per search cycle is not
significantly different between the three representations.
Updating

“Updating” of any of the representations of packed
names is defined to comprise three operations:
(a) addition of a new name;
(b) deletion of an existing name; or
(c) modification to an existing name, which in this
problem will almost invariably alter the name’s
position in alphanumeric sequence and hence is
treated as a deletion of the existing name followed
by an addition of the modified name.
An addition of a name to any of the representations
requires:
(a) removal of all trailing blank words from the new
name and, hence, determination of its length in
machine words;
(b) a check that sufficient unused space is available
for the storage of the new name;
(c) a search operation to:
260

(i) identify the appropriate (logical) point for
insertion,
(ii) initiate error action if the new name already
appears;
(d) the assigning of the next available transform, in
binary sequence, if the name relates to a new entity
(i.e. if it is neither a modification to an existing
name nor a new alternative for an existing primary
name).
A deletion of a name from any of the representa
tions requires a search operation to:
(a) identify the appropriate (logical) point(s)3 for the
deletion;
(b) initiate error action if the name does not already
appear.
After the initial search, etc., the actions necessary
for execution of addition or deletion differ for each of
the three representations. These differing actions are
described below. New names for addition are taken
to be e words long and to fall between the («)th and
(a + l)th logical names (of the total fi names) and
names for deletion are taken to be also e words long
and to apply to the (A)th (logical) name.
Addition of a new name to the partitioned repre
sentation requires:
(a) a “downward” movement by (e + 1) words, of the
(a + 1) to (n)th names and their mark words;
(b) insertion of the new name and its mark word into
the representations, from the point which was the
start address of the (a + l)th name before the
downward movement began;
(c) recording the change to the beginning of unused
space at the end of the representation.
Deletion of a name from the partitioned representa
tion requires:
(a) an “upward” movement, by (e + 1) words of the
(X + l)th to (O)th names and their mark words;
(b) recording the change to the beginning of unused
space at the end of the representation.
In the list and the mapped representation, unlike the
partitioned representation, names are not necessarily
stored contiguously and unused- or free-space4 may
exist between names in the representation, hence:
(a) addition requires, inter alia,
(i) identification (and check on availability) of the
next string of free-space long enough to hold
the new name this is referred to as “allocation
of free-space”),
(ii) storage of the new name in that string and
identification of the string as now used;
(b) deletion requires, inter alia, release of the string of
words freed by the deleted entry, and tagging of
the released string so that it may be subsequently
re-used (this is referred to as “release to freespace”).
3 Deletion of a primary name also requires deletion of all its
alternatives, which are identified as such.
■i “Free-space” is defined as the set of unused storage elements
(in this case, words of core store) in the area of storage
reserved for the data representation.
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Addition of a name to the list requires:
(a) allocation of (e + 1) words of free-space;
(b) insertion of the new name into the second and sub
sequent words of that free-space;
(c) insertion, into the first word of that free-space, of:
(i) the start address of the (a + l)th name,
(ii) the length, e, of the new name,
(iii) the appropriate primary/alternative indicator,
(iv) the appropriate transform;
(d) insertion of the address of the identifier word of
the new name (i.e. that of the first word of the just-

0°

04

54

RUGGED

10 1 A 026 45

allocated free-space) into the identifier word of the
(a)th name.
Deletion of a name from the list requires:
(a) replacement of the contents of the address con
tained in the identifier word of the (A. — l)th name
by the contents of the address contained in the
identifier word of the about-to-be-deleted (A)th
name;
(b) release to free-space of the (c + 1) words occupied
by the (A)th name and its identifier word. The
length of this free-space is available from the
identifier word of the (X)th name.

01

02 2 P 026 64

03

05

06

07

11

CATCH 22

12

3

A 073 37

ATLAS SH

13

THE NAKE
2 P 011 67

14

D AND TH

15 E DEAD

16

17

20

TOM J0NE

21 S

22

23

24

25

26

27 2 P 073 12

30 SOLDIERS

31 1 WOMEN

32 2 P 305 00

33 YEATS' V

34 ERSE

35

36

37 5 A 116 61

40 THE RISE

41

AND FAL

42

L OF THE

43

THIRD R

GUIDE TO

47

THE COM

44

EICH

45

5 P 416 76

46

50

MONWEALT

51

H INCOME

52

54

4 P 173 02

55

A HIST0R

56

Y OF ECO

57

N0MIC AN

60

ALYSIS

61

2 P 116 71

62

THE TRIA

63

l

64

1

65

CAPITAL

66

67

1 P 726 32

70

WAGES

71

3 A 173 17

72

THE WEAL

73

TH OF NA

74

TI0NS

75

76

1 P 132 27

77

MONEY

A

173 10

TAX

53

Fig. 2: Chained representation.

This figure shows names after removal of blank trailing
words and stored as eight-character strings in the numbered
words of core store. (Names are printed in Letter Gothic,
e.g. WAGES).
The names are in undefined order and are stored, with their
identifier word, non-contiguously.
Identifier words (which are printed in Light Italic, e.g.
4 P 173 02) are stored immediately before the name to which
they apply. For instance, the identifier word at location 27

indicates that the following 2 words contain a name which is
the Primary name with the transform 073, and whose
successor, in alphanumeric sequence, begins at location 12.
The identifier words at locations 00 and 32 are special cases.
The first contains the start address of the name first in alpha
numeric sequence. The second contains a next start address
of 00 to indicate that the end of the list has been reached.
Addresses, links and transforms have been restricted to the
length required by this example.
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Addition of a name to the mapped representation
requires:
(a) a check on the size of the input map with an exit
to error action if all the space allocated to the input
map is used;
(b) allocation of e words of free-space;
(c) insertion of the new name into the just-allocated
free-space;
(d) a “downward” movement, by one word, of the
(a + l)th to (Q)th rows of the input map;
(e) insertion into the new (a + l)th row of the input
map of:
(i) the start address of the new name (i.e. the start
address of the just-allocated free-space),
(ii) the length, e, of the new name,
(iii) the appropriate primary/alternative indicator,
(iv) the appropriate transform.
Deletion of a name from the mapped representation
requires:
(a) release to free-space of the e words occupied by the
(A)th name. The start address and length of this
free-space are available from the (A)th row of the
input map;
(b) an “upward” movement, by one word, of the
(X + l)th to (n)th rows of the input map.
Free-space Management

The only free-space in the partitioned representation
is in one contiguous block at the bottom of the repre
sentation. The management of this free-space presents
only a trivial problem.
The list and mapped representations, in which
names are not necessarily contiguous nor in sequence,
present more complex problems of free-space manage
ment. In both cases the free-space (which may be
scattered throughout the representation) may be
efficiently treated as a list since:
(a) the first word of each string of free-space, itself
being empty, may be used to carry addresses and
other information;
(b) only a small, fixed, number of free-space identifiers
(external to those in the free-space itself) need to
be transmitted from run to run of the update
program;
(c) consolidation of individual strings of free-space into
one contiguous string (referred to as “garbage col
lection”) need only be performed at very lengthy
intervals;
(d) rapid selection of strings of free-space of the
appropriate length may be achieved.
In order to increase the efficiency of the process of
allocation, the free-space is divided into ten data repre
sentations. The first nine of these data representations
are lists consisting of fixed-length strings of one-, two-,
........., nine-words respectively. The tenth is a single
variable-length string consisting of the contiguous string
of unused words at the bottom of the representation.
There are 9 external identifiers, i.e. external to the
free-space lists. Each contains the start address of the
first string of free-space in the particular free-space
list referenced by it. Tire same methods of allocation
from, or release to, free-space are used for any of the
nine free-space lists.
Allocation of e words of free-space require selection
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and examination of the (e)th external free-space identi
fier. If this contains a valid address (i.e. not null,
where null is represented by all one-bits) it is only
necessary to change the value of the address contained
in that external identifier to the value of the address
held in the identifier of the free-space string at the
start address given by the value now contained in the
external identifier (i.e. the identifier of the first string
of free-space in the (e)th free-space list). If the address
in the external identifier is null, it is pointing to a
“null” or empty list and there is no free-space of the
appropriate size available. It is then necessary to
obtain e words of free-space from the string of freespace at the bottom of the file. If there is insufficient
space here a “garbage collection” operation must be
gone through to consolidate all the free-space to the
bottom of the file and to empty all the free-space lists.
(Because of the markedly skew distribution of lengths
of names it is not considered worthwhile to refine the
free-space management process to the point where, on
the (e)th free-space list being found empty and there
being fewer than e words of free-space at the bottom
of the file, than e words of the first entry on the (e +
/3)th free-space list would be allocated and the remain
ing words would be added to the (/3)th free-space
list (i.e. that consisting of /3-word strings).
Since the order in which blocks of free-space appear
in the free-space lists has nothing to do with their
physical position in store, but is determined by the
time at which they were released, it would be inefficient
to use the chaining information inherent in the freespace list structure for the garbage collection pro
cess. Accordingly, free-space is treated as a parti
tioned representation as well as a set of lists. Since
free-space is empty and, in this problem, only 13 bits
are required for an address it is possible, at no addi
tional storage cost, to hold, in the first word of each
string of free-space, a mark symbol (i.e. the first three
characters, or 18 bits, of the word are set to “$$$”,
which never occurs in any of the entity names in the
acceptable set) as well as the length, 4 bits, of this
block of free-space in machine-words and the start
address, 13 bits, of its chronological predecessor in the
free-space list to which it belongs.
During garbage collection for the mapped represen
tation, a search is commenced from the lowest address
in the representation. The address, say p, of the word
contained the first mark symbol to be encountered is
stored. A jump is then made to the address (p + w),
where w, the length of this block of free-space, is
obtained from the word containing the first mark sym
bol. If this address also contains a mark symbol a
similar jump is made until a jump occurs to a word
not containing a mark symbol, say at address S. A
search is then made for the next mark symbol, say at
address 0. The names from address y to address
(0—1) are then “moved up” by (y — p) words so that
the first contiguous block of free-space is completely
overlaid. The input map is then searched for all
address 0. The names from address y to address
are decremented by the amount (y — p). The search
of the mapped representation is then resumed, at
address (0 + 1), searching for the next mark symbol
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 5, November, 1969
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segregating all free-space to the bottom of the list.
Alternatively it would be possible to use a method
similar to that described by Haddon and Waite (1967).

and the cycle of events described above is gone
through until all free-space has been “pushed” to the
bottom of the file. This point is reached, and garbage
collection is terminated, when the address of the word
being examined in the search is equal to the address
of the beginning of unused space at the bottom of the
representation.
Garbage collection of the list is most simply achieved
by writing the list to magnetic tape in such a way that
the names recorded on magnetic tape are (logically)
contiguous and in alphanumeric sequence, with the
addresses in the identifier words being appropriately
modified. The new list is then read back into store
from magnetic tape replacing the old version and thus

Efficiency

In assessing the relative merits of the three repre
sentations, it is necessary to consider the relative
frequency of:
(a) Searching;
(b) Updating (which includes a search operation and
free-space allocation/de-allocation);
(c) Garbage collection.
In this problem the relative frequencies are estimated
as:

00

01

02

03 ATLAS SH

4 P 173 55

04 RUGGED

05

06

07

2 P 026 03
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11 CATCH 22

12

13 THE NAKE
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14 D AND TH

15 E DEAD

16
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1 A 026 11

20 TOM JONE

21 S

22

23

5 P 416 46

24

25

26

27

1 P 132 77

30 SOLDIERS

31 1 WOMEN

32

33 YEATS' V

2 P 073 30

34 ERSE

35

36

37

3 A 073 13

40 THE RISE

41

42 L OF THE

43

THIRD R

5 A 116 40

44 EICH

45

46 GUIDE TO

47

THE COM

2 P 116 62

50 MONWEALT

51.H INCOME

52

53

3 A 173 72

54

55 A HIST0R

56 Y OF ECO

57 N0MIC AN

2 P 011 20

60 ALYSIS

61

62 THE TRIA

63

1 P 726 70

64
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66

67

70 WAGES

71

72 THE WEAL

73 TH OF NA

74 TIONS

75

76

77 MONEY

AND FAL

TAX

L

2 P 305 33

Fig. 3: Mapped representation.
This figure shows names after removal of blank trailing
words and stored as eight-character strings in the numbered
words of core store. (Names are printed in Letter Gothic, e.g.
CAPITAL).
The names are in undefined order and are stored noncontiguously.
A separate input map is maintained in which rows (which

are printed in Light Italic, e.g. 4 P 173 55) are stored in order
of the name referenced by them.
For instance, the third input map row references the name
third in alphanumeric sequence, which is 1 word long, is an
Alternative to the Primary name with the transform 173, and
starts at address location 65.
Addresses and transforms have been restricted to the length
required by this example.
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Searching: Updating: Garbage collection: :2x 105:105:1.
Hence efficiency of garbage collection is not a sig
nificant consideration in the assessment of efficiency.
Average costs, in machine cycles, of searching and
updating the three representations, were obtained by
coding separate routines and calculating average
timings for searching for, and updating, a randomlypositioned name in a data set of 1850 names.
Partitioned Representation ...........
List ..................................
Mapped Representation .

Search
Time

94,500
85,000
1,150

Update
Time

204,000
170,500
6,200

The mapped representation was therefore selected.
Output Edit

The selection of the mapped representation was
made on the basis of its efficiency in input edit (or
searching) and updating operations. However, it offers
a further advantage in that the data representation
which is used for input may also be used for output
operations-by creating a second mapping matrix, the
“output map” (Figure 4).
Conversion from a transform to the corresponding
name may be achieved without any searching if the
rows of the output map are arranged in such a
sequence that the (4>)th row relates to the name with
the transform 4'. Thus the appropriate output map
row for an output edit operation can be obtained simply
by augmenting the base address of the output map by
the given transform.
Where an entity has alternative names it is necessary
to extend the indexed addressing technique by chain
ing. The (vE')th output map row therefore contains:5
(a) the start address of the primary name with the
transform ft;
(b) the length in machine words, of that primary name;
(c) the ranking of the primary name in the alpha
numeric sequence of names (referred to as “the
alphanumeric ranking” of the name);
(d) the address, in the output map, of the row contain
ing the start address and length of the first alterna
tive name.
The output map row relating to the (^th alternative
name of that primary name contains:
(a) the start address of the (^)th alternative name of
that primary name;
(b) the length of that alternative name;
(c) the alphanumeric ranking of that alternative name;
(d) the address, in the output map, of the row contain
ing the start address and length of the (?j + l)th
alternative name (if there are only -q alternative
names this address consists of all one-bits, or null).
Since the same representation of names is mapped
by both the input and output maps they must be of
equal length, i.e. fi entries. If there are any alternative
5 The transform of the name referenced by a row of the out
put map is implied by the position of the row in the map
and may, hence, be omitted.
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names in the system there must be fewer transforms,
say r, than names. Since the transforms are allocated
during the update of the mapped representation it is
necessary to maintain a register which contains the
value of last-allocated transform. Hence, it is possible,
before beginning to construct the output map, to deter
mine, from the contents of that register, the number of
rows, r, required for primary names. The output map
rows relating to alternative names may, therefore, begin
at row (t + 1).
Construction of the output map is achieved by
referencing successive rows of the input map and, for
the primary name with the transform 4', placing, into
the ('I')th row of the input map.
(a) the start address of this name;
(b) the length of this name;
(c) the address of the row of the input map in which
this name appears.
Each row of the output map provides, in addition,
space for a “link” or the address of another row in the
output map, i.e. that containing the start address, etc.,
of the next alternative to this name.
If, during the examination of successive rows of the
input map, an alternative name with the transform 4'
is encountered a check is made on the contents of the
(40th row of the output map. If this contains a link
with a value other than null then at least one other
alternative name has already been encountered. The link
here contains the address of the row in the output map
which contains the start address, etc., of the first
alternative name. This row, i.e. that referenced by the
link, is then examined to determine whether or not it
contains a null value in its link. This process is con
tinued until a link with a null value is encountered.
The entry from the input map relating to the alterna
tive name now being processed is then placed in the
next available row of the output map, whose address
is inserted to replace the null link of the output map
row relating to the last-encountered alternative name
with this transform. (Since alternative names begin at
the (r + l)th row of the output map, the next avail
able row of the output map may be readily identified
by maintaining a register which is initially loaded with
the address of the (V + l)th row and is incremented
by 1 each time an alternative name is entered into the
output map).
If the link of the (4')th row of the output map is
found to have a null value then no other alternatives
of the primary name have so far been encountered.
The null link in the (4>)th row of the output map is
then replaced by the next available output map row
address and the entry from the input map row relating
to the currently-processed alternative name is placed
into that row of the output map. Thus, the appear
ance of alternative names before or after the primary
name in the input map (i.e. in alphanumeric sequence)
has no effect on the process of constructing the output
map.
Conversion from a transform to a primary name and
all its alternative names only requires indexed address
ing to the ('J')th row of the output map to extract the
primary name from the mapped representation, fol
lowed by examination of the link of that map row and,
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FIGURE 4
Output Map

This figure shows the output map for the data representa
tion of Figure 3.
Rows are stored in two blocks:
(a) for primary names, in the address location given by the
name’s transform;
(b) for alternative names, in a contiguous block after the last
primary name in an order determined by the alphanumeric
ranking of the alternative names.
For instance, the row at address location 173 in the output
map references the primary name with transform 173. This
primary name
(a) begins at address location 55 in the data representation,
(b) is 4 words long,
(c) is 000th in alphanumeric sequence (i.e. is referenced by
the Oth row in the input map), and
(d) has an alternative name which is referenced by the row at
address location 727 in the output map. This alternative
name
(i) begins at address location 65 in the data representation
(ii) is 1 word long
(iii) is 002nd in alphanumeric sequence
(iv) has a further alternative name which is referenced by
the row at address location 733 in the output map.
There is no further alternative to the second alternative,
as is indicated by the null value of the link in the row at
address location 733 in the output map.
Addresses and transforms have been restricted to the length
required by this example.

if it is not null, extraction of the name referenced by
the map row indicated by that link. This process is
continued until a link with a null value is encountered.
As noted above, each row of the output map con
tains the “alphanumeric ranking” of the name
referenced by it. The (8)th name in alphanumeric
sequence is referenced by the (S)th row of the input
map where 8 is given by the address of the current row
in the output map. Hence, during the process of con
struction of the output map, described above, the
“alphanumeric ranking” of the name referenced by the
current output map row is set by inserting, into that
row, the value of the address of the current row in the
input map.
This alphanumeric ranking may be included with
any output of names to magnetic tape files which are
subsequently to be sorted, since the 12 bit alpha
numeric ranking may be used as a sort-key to the
same effect as, and more efficiently than, the 432 bit
name.
There is, of course, no need to use a magnetic tape
sort when it is only necessary to provide a listing of
names in alphanumeric order, since rows of the input
map may be referenced successively and the corres
ponding name output.
Conclusion

The editing of variable-length names to and from
12 bit transforms may be handled by the use of a
mapped representation in which names are stored
non-contiguously and in unspecified order. Two maps
are required. In the first, the input map, rows are
arranged in an order determined by the alphanumeric
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 5, November, 1969

011 20 2 013 null

62 2 011 732

77 1 005 null

55 4 000 727

305 33 2 015 null

416 46 5 004 null

726 70 1 014 null

65 1 002 733

13 3 007 null
40 5 010 null
72 3 012 null

value of the name referenced by them and include the
12 bit transform as well as mapping information. In
the second, the output map, rows are arranged in an
order determined by the transform of the name
referenced by them and include the 12 bit alpha
numeric ranking of that name as well as mapping
information.
Input edit operations are efficiently achieved by a
binary search through the input map. Output edit
operations are efficiently achieved by indexed address
ing and chaining through the output map.
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Free-space is released to (or allocated from) one of
a set of lists depending on the size of the block
released (or allocated). A garbage collection is done
when there is no free-space sufficiently long to satisfy
a requirement for allocation. In the garbage collec
tion the chaining information in the free-space lists is
ignored and they are treated as a partitioned
representation.
The output map maps the input map as well as the
file of names. This information provides an alpha
numeric ranking of names and enables efficient extrac
tion of names from core store in alphanumeric order
rather than requiring sorting of data recorded on
magnetic tape.
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Book Review
R. S. Anderssen and M. R. Osborne. Least Squares Methods
in Data Analysis. Computer Centre Publication CC 2/6. The
Australian National University, 1969—SA2.00.
There can be few techniques that have been used with such
avidity as Legendre’s Principle of Least Squares, which he
published in 1806. It provides a method for the easy reduction
of an over-determined set of data, giving a result and a prob
able error. It is an obvious tool for the experimentalist, par
ticularly since with the advent of computers, a nicely listed
output results. However, life cannot be as simple as this;
where then is the catch?
_ At a one-day seminar at the Australian National Univer
sity, nine invited papers and eight short notes related to the
topic of least squares were presented by workers in diverse
fields. The organisers have published the papers in this useful
little book, in which papers on the theory are interleaved
with case studies. The papers on theoretical aspects are:
Statistical Considerations for Linear L. S. Methods, by G. A.
MacIntyre, Computational Considerations for Linear L. S.
Methods, by R. S. Anderssen, L. S. Analysis of Experiments
(i.e., designed experiments), by P. J. Claringbold, Gauss and
Modified Gauss Methods for Non-linear L. S. Methods, by
M. R. Osborne, and Statistical Considerations for Non-linear
L. S. Methods, by N. E. Day. These give admirably concise
expositions of the necessary theory underlying widely used
techniques. The papers of MacIntyre, and Anderssen in par
ticular, illustrate the possible pitfalls of using a “statistical
package” at the local computer installation for the reduction
of data.
The papers and short notes on case studies cover an in
teresting spectrum of applications, from biochemistry to en
gineering; they all serve to illustrate that each problem requires
an individual approach for the analysis of its results, and, in
cidentally, that an experimenter must be able to write his own
programs.
It is a comment on the availability of hardware and soft
ware that whereas most of the case studies contain diagrams,
there is only one note on computer graphics. Certainly in at
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least one of the papers the method would have been helped by
an interactive graphical facility.
The collection of papers presented here has been carefully
chosen, and contains a wealth of experience not to be found in
most text books. The form of type used makes algebraic ex
pressions rather cumbrous, but the quality of the paper and
binding are good, especially for the very low price.
This book is recommended to all who are concerned with
analysis of data.
J. A. B. Palmer.
J. M. Cradock, Statistics in the Computer Age. English
Universities Press. Price £1.2.0.
This is one of a series intended to provide a concise
account of the thoughts and achievements of a specialist in
the subject of the title. With a very broad discipline such as
statistics the treatment is necessarily general, and inevitably
makes considerable demands on the interests and attention of
the uninformed reader.
Following a good introduction on the fields within which
statistics play a useful role in inference making, there are
chapters on descriptive statistics, probability and randomness,
inference, standard distributions, correlation, goodness of fit
and analysis of variance. A brief description of computers
follows, and the book concludes with three chapters of a
rather technical nature on time series in which the role of
the computer is not explicitly examined. One could have
wished for a better and more general coverage of applications
of programming.
The author is of the opinion that the computer is an
unmixed blessing and that skill in programming is a pre
requisite for the statisticians of the future. Some of those
who have been engaged in consulting must regret the loss
of involvement in data which came naturally from desk
machine processing. In all, a book which serves its purpose
as an introductory review, but would not replace Moroney’s
“Facts from Figures” as a popular introductory text to
statistics, nor is it adequate as a review of programming
procedures in statistics.
G. A. MacIntyre.
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Scheduling In Industry
II. Network Scheduling
By Dennis J. Clague *

In Part I of this article, we discussed the methods whereby jobs of the type found in
job shops could be scheduled to make maximum use of labour and facilities. Here we
generalise the techniques applied there to include jobs which must be scheduled by network
techniques (i.e., those jobs with distinct contributory steps being carried out concurrently)
showing some of the modifications and refinements which must be employed. An outline of
criteria for setting priorities is also given.

In the previous article we considered the methods
of scheduling a job shop system. Also, we stated there
that a job shop system is a particular case of a net
work system—one in which each job step has only one
precedent and only one subsequent job step.
What happens when we generalise, and allow more
than one precedent and subsequent job step? This is
the field of ‘pure’ network scheduling, and it is under
standably more complex than job step scheduling.
A lot of work has been done in this field, based on
the various critical path techniques. These are based
on the fact that there is in every job step network
system a series of job steps where delay of any one of
these job steps delays the whole job. These are the
job steps on the critical path, and the sub-system they
represent is analogous to job-shop systems, except in
the unusual case where the critical path branches and
merges again. Apart from these job steps, there are
other job steps or sub-systems of job steps which have
precedent and subsequent job steps on the critical
path, but the time of performance of such a sub-system
is less than the time of performance for the job steps
on the critical path between the precedent and subse
quent job steps.
Thus the primary concern of the network scheduling
system, as with a job-shop system, is time. Facility
and labour usage is usually disregarded in the first
analysis, and, due to the extra complexity of fulfilling
the timing requirement, often cannot be considered as
closely as in a job-shop system.
First of all, we shall pass over the elementary case
of network scheduling for a single job (often found in
construction projects and the like). In this case, facili
ties are in general used for only a small percentage of
the time, and so facility scheduling becomes of minor
importance, as the facilities are often obtained by sub
contracting.
The problem only assumes its full dimension if we
consider a system with a whole set of jobs whose job
steps form networks and which use common facilities.
This case corresponds to the job-shop system we have
previously considered in detail, except that the rela
tionship between job steps are more complicated.

Before we generalise our scheduling system to allow
for the extra complications attendant upon this, we
must examine the portions of the scheduling system
which may be used in the network system in the same
way as they are used in the job-shop system.
(1) The technique of scheduling between ‘earliest
start time’ and ‘latest finish time’ is general to
all scheduling systems.
(2) Once the job steps are classified, the concept of
establishment of priority within category is
essential.
(3) The principle of human feedback is even more
necessary in the more complicated system.
(4) The use of non-urgent jobs as scheduling ‘fillers’
is still the easiest way to balance the labour iQad.
All these phases are common to both types of
scheduling system.
Where, then, lies the essential difference? This is
to be found in the classification of the job steps.
In a job-shop system, the delay of a job step implies
an equal delay in the completion of the job; each job
step has the same responsibility in this regard. But
in a network system, this equality only holds if the job
step concerned is on the critical path, otherwise, if a
job step is delayed, the overall job will not be delayed,
or will be delayed by a lesser amount. It is this
‘buffer’ of time which makes it more difficult to
categorise the job steps. To facilitate the solution of
the problem, we will examine the construction of a
network.
For the purpose of this analysis, if the critical path
branches, one branch, chosen arbitrarily, will be con
sidered as the critical path and the other branches will
be considered as sub-networks with no slack relative to
the network.
As previously stated, a network system can be con
sidered as a critical path, which appears like a job in
a job-shop system, and sub-networks, which have pre
cedent and subsequent jobs on the critical path but
which are shorter to perform than the corresponding
segments of the critical path. Taking this one step
further, each of these sub-networks has a critical path,
and this critical path may have sub-networks attached

" Chrysler Australia Limited, Adelaide, South Australia. Manuscript received July 1968, in revised form January 1969.
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We can classify the job steps as follows—

to it. Such sub-networks may consist of only one job
step, in which case the job step will be considered as
being on the critical path of a sub-network with a
specified slack with respect to the critical path of the
next more complicated sub-network of which it is a
part.
e.g. Let job steps A, B, C, D, E and F form a net
work, as below, with estimated times of performance
as shown. We assume that 25 time units, four more
than are absolutely necessary, are available to perform
the overall job

Job
Step

A
B
C
D
E
F

Total
First sub- Second sub
network network
network
(Slack 4) (Slack 2)
(Slack 1)
Duration/Slack-------- Sub-network Slacks--------------

6/4
10/4
5/4
5/6
3/6
2/7

0
0
0
2
2
3

—

—

—

—

—

—

0
0
1

—
—

0

Table 1.
Calculating the slacks at the various nodes from the
alternative representation, we obtain the following
results ( * denotes critical path)—
Earliest
Latest
Node
Slack
finish
finish
time
time
4*
2
6
10
4*
3
16
20
4*
4
25
21
6
5
11
17
14
6
6
20
13
20
7
7

Figure 1

Table 2.
A: 6 B: 10 C:5 D:5 E:3 F:2
In the alternative method of representing a network,
this would be shown as

where the figures in brackets represent slacks.
The critical path through the network is A-B-C,
and the ancillary sub-network is

The earliest possible finish time is 21, the latest
finish time is 25. Thus the slack along the critical
path is 4, and the critical path passes through nodes 1,
2, 3 and 4, i.e. is A-B-C, as shown previously.
We show by this example that a job step on a criti
cal path of a network or sub-network has no slack with
respect to that network; that every job step is on the
critical path of some sub-network, even if the sub
network contains only the one job step; and that the
total slack of a job step relative to the overall network
is the sum of the slacks of the hierarchy of sub
networks between the overall network and the sub
network for which the job step is on the critical path.
All this may appear to be fairly elementary. Its
purpose here is to provide a reference point for the
techniques we are to illustrate.
In the job-shop system, we said that if one step of
a job used a critical facility, then all the job steps of
that job were to be considered as critical for the pur
poses of scheduling. In some cases, this classification

Cfl)

Figure 2

Through this sub-network, the critical path is (A)-DE-(C), and the ancillary sub-network is (D)-F-(C).
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could be relaxed; however, since the scheduling of the
critical facilities often alters radically the earliest start
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and latest finish time of the job steps not using criti
cal facilities, and hence the urgency of these job steps,
it is unwise to allow the possibility of the critical
facility scheduling being invalidated because steps of
non-critical jobs were scheduled before the critical job
steps using non-critical facilities.
Consider one critical job. Once the job steps, which
use critical facilities have been scheduled, they can be
likened to job steps on an (imaginary) critical path
with no slack, and the intermediate job steps as sub
networks of this critical path;
e.g. if the job steps are A to F, and A, D and F use
critical facilities, the representation is

where A-D-F, (A)-B-C-(D) and (D)-E-(F) are the
sub-networks, and, incidentally, the critical paths of
the sub-networks.
Giving job steps B, C and E scheduling priority was
therefore a tacit admission that it is more difficult to
schedule networks than job-shop systems, and that for
practical reasons it was best to get them out of the way
first. This, then, is the best technique to employ in
hybrid systems, where there are network-type and jobshop-type jobs using common facilities; give extra
priority to the network-type jobs at each level of the
scheduling procedure. Among other advantages, the
method ensures that the simplest jobs to manipulate,
the job-shop types, are the ones which show on the
exception reports.
However, these pseudo-networks only have one sub
network level; a genuine network system can have
many such levels (our previous example had two).
Also, the ‘buffer’ time can be considered relative to
the various sub-networks of which the job step is a
member. We now have to determine whether the
number of sub-networks a job step is ‘away’ from the
overall critical path should have any bearing on its
priority.
We contend that of itself, it should not; the major
consideration is the same as it was in the job-shop
system—how many job steps are dependent on this
one finishing, and how much slack is left in the string
of job steps between the particular job step and the
project end, compared to the total estimated per
formance time of the string? Of course, this means
that for any sub-network, the job steps on the critical
path of that sub-network are more important than the
job steps in ancillary sub-networks, other things being
equal. This priority may change radically if the jobs
in the ancillary networks require critical facilities.
The first thing to do is to schedule the critical
facilities. Once a workable schedule for the job steps
which use these facilities has been obtained, we then
adjust the earliest start and latest finish times of the
related job steps and pass on to the next phase.
We have fixed certain job steps to be done at certain
times, and thus restrict our scheduling in the same way
as we did with the job-shop system. But we have
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No. 5, November, 1969

shown that that system is analogous to a simple net
work with all the fixed times on the critical path—
here the fixed points are scattered throughout the sub
networks as well. In the job-shop system, we could
represent the sub-networks as separate sub-jobs with
earliest start and latest finish times specified by the
job steps already scheduled because they use critical
facilities. Unfortunately, this refinement is not so
readily available in network systems, since the calcula
tion can be much more complicated.
To find the earliest start time of a given job step, we
must check all the jobs in any precedence sequence
which have already been ‘fixed’, and augment their
finish times by the estimated times of performance of
intermediate jobs. Thus, the actual earliest start time
will be the latest time arrived at through all such cal
culations. The latest finish time can be found in simi
lar manner.
Since in general a network-type job will have more
steps than a job-shop-type one, and will use a greater
range of facilities, it is quite possible that all the
network-type jobs will be critical within the definition
used for a job-shop system. A new basis for priority
calculation must be established, since, under those
rules, we have neither ‘urgent but not critical’ jobs nor
‘filler’ jobs.
It is immediately apparent that there could be
serious problems arising from this situation. So much
depends on the particular application that the follow
ing generalisation may not apply in all cases; but the
absence of ‘filler’ jobs especially is normally sufficient
to ensure that there is inefficiency in resource utilisa
tion. In such a case, a scheduling system can only do
its best; but, if it is well-constructed, better results
should be obtained with it than without it, because the
number of possible ‘tries’ can be increased dramatically
with even a small amount of computer assistance. In
fact, in network scheduling the computer comes into
its own; the great speed at which it can try various
sequences of jobs, and the relatively straightforward
criteria of suitability which can be imposed, make net
work scheduling an ideal computer application. As
stated previously, the scheduling of critical jobs must
be largely a process of trial and error; and, since a
network system generally has a larger proportion of
critical jobs, the number of trials desirable increases
enormously. Indeed, if no limit is placed on the
number of trials, even a computer scheduler may take
too long to achieve results.
In the network system scheduling function, it is
important to maintain a large number of job steps in
the ‘immediately available for scheduling’ category; this
means that all preceding job steps have been scheduled.
Therefore, as well as the priority established by time, a
job step has priority if it is precedent on a larger
number of job steps than another.
Again, general rules are not possible, but one
system which yields good results in particular cases is
given below.
We will need the basic time priority, determined by
the earliest start and latest finish times of each job
step, and the required finish time of the job; but, in
addition, we set up another priority determinant as
follows.
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Starting at the completion of a job, we work back
wards through the network. The ‘delay priority’, f(J),
of a given job step J is given by the formula
f(J) = the sum over J; of W. (1—Di(/T) f(Jj),
where
(1) Ji are the job steps for which job step J is
immediately precedent.
(2) T is the time difference between the earliest start
time of J and the finish of the job.
(3) Di is the time difference between the earliest
finish time of J and the latest feasible start time
of Ji.
(4) W is a weighting factor determined by trial and
error, and constant for the whole network.
If Ji is on the same critical path as J through a net
work or sub-network, the function W. (1—Di/T) is set
arbitrarily as 1 in each calculation; this does not apply
if J, is on a critical path of higher order. This is used
as a basis for determining a suitable value of W, which
must be found by trial and error.
Using this formula, we can assign to each job step
a ‘delay priority’, which augments the absolute time
priority established by considering the difference
between the earliest start time of the job step and the
finish time of the job, and the duration of the inter
vening job steps.
Note that the above formula
degenerates in the job-shop system case, where, since
there is only one subsequent job step which must there
fore be on the critical path between the job step and
job finish, the function W(l—Di/T) is set at 1 for all
job steps except the last.
Therefore, in establishing the priority of an ‘immedi
ately available for scheduling’ job step, we take the
priority established by the time position within the
earliest start-latest finish limits and augment it with
weighted factors directly proportional to the absolute
time priority and the delay priority. Of course, these
latter weighting factors will be small to allow the
former priority to assume its proper importance.
Let us now relate these concepts to our previous
example to illustrate this: A has a slack of 4 time units,
and there are 15 time units to be employed by B and
C (the critical path). However, the sub-networks with
critical paths (A)-D-E-(C) and (D)-F-(E) are also
both dependent on A, and so there it is even more
important to finish A early, in order to retain flexibility
in the scheduling of these job steps.
The following table shows the times of the various
job steps, and other data—
Earliest Latest
Slack Earliest Latest
Start
Start
Finish
Finish
A
B
C
D
E
F

4
4
4
6
6
7

0
6
16
6
11
11

4
10
20
12
17
18
Table 3.

cf. Table 2.
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6
16
21
11
14
13

10
20
25
17
20
20

(1) The difference between the start times, and the
finish times, is equal to the slack.
(2) The difference between the respective start and
finish times, is the job step duration.
We will now determine the ‘delay priority’ for each
job, using weighting factors, w, of 0.5 and 1.0
f(C) = w(l-4/9)
= .28 (w = 0.5) .55 (w = 1.0)
f(F) = w(l-7/14).f(C) = .07
.28
f(E) = w(l-6/14).f(C) = .08
.32
f(D) = l.f(E) +
w(l-7/19)f(F)
= .10
.49
f(B) = l.f(C)
=.28
.55
f(A) = l.f(B) +
w(l-6/25)f(D)
= .32
.93
Note how the change in weighting factor alters the
ratios between the delay priorities. Incidentally, the
weighting factor should not be greater than 1, or a sub
network may get greater priority than a critical path.
This is a complicated formula, but it has been
included because it has been proved to be satisfactory
in a particular case, and therefore it is a realistic
example. The absolute time priority formula is
g(J) = S/T
where
(1) T is the time interval between the earliest start
of J and the latest finish of the job.
(2) S is the sum of the duration of the job steps
between J and the job finish. If there is more
than one path, S is the maximum of the various
sums, i.e. the sum along the critical paths of the
overall networks and sub-networks.
In this case, we would obtain the values
g(A) = 0.84 g(B) = 0.80 g(C) = 0.55 g(D) = 0.68
g(E) = 0.57 g(F) = 0.50.
If we weight these three sets of values of f(J) to
bring f(A) and g(A) to 1 in all cases
f(J) = W(l--Ds/T)(f(Ji)
g(J) = S/T
w = 0.5
w=1
A
1.00
1.00
1.00
B
0.87
0.95
0.59
C
0.87
0.65
0.59
D
0.31
0.81
0.53
E
0.25
0.34
0.68
F
0.22
0.30
0.59
A comparison of the values obtained from these
formulae is instructive. With g(J), if job step A pre
cedes job step D, for example, g(A) is necessarily
greater than g(D). With f(J), the job step nearer to the
overall critical path will probably have the higher
value, since the priority of each job step is dependent
on that of subsequent job steps, and the formula
ensures that in general, sub-systems have lower priority
than the critical path of the system; the degree of
disparity in importance is determined by the size of
the weighting factor.
The purpose of including f(J) is to give some addi
tional priority to job steps near the critical path and
which, by virtue of the fact that they are key job steps
in sub-systems (e.g. D in our sub-system) should be
scheduled to maintain flexibility in the schedule. This
purpose can be negated if too small a value of w is
chosen.
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If, when w is taken as 1, the importance of the sub
systems is still felt to be degraded, it can be increased
by taking the square root of the factor (1—Di/T) or
some similar device.
We have returned to our starting point—the greater
complexity of the network system compared to the
job-shop system, and the correspondingly increased
requirement for flexibility as an aid to scheduling.
This is not found in a job-shop system, where the
scheduling of a job step automatically makes one and
only one job step available for scheduling. However,
we have paid a price for this flexibility.
In effect, we have added an extra dimension to the
complexity of the problem—the fact that one job step
can directly and indirectly hold up a variable number
of other job steps, this number being independent of
the number of job steps on critical paths between the
job step and job finish. This requires the introduction
of the delay priority into the priority formula. This
is not in itself a drawback, but it has unfortunate
consequences.
Firstly, the complexity of the computer scheduling is
greatly increased. For job-shop and network systems
with a similar number of job steps, up to three times
as much computer capability, especially in storage (see
Appendix), may be needed to achieve comparable
results with the network system.
Secondly, the job of manual manipulation of the
schedule becomes much more complicated, since re
scheduling can have varying effects on various branches
of the network emanating from the job step in question.
Thirdly, the lower incidence of non-urgent, noncritical jobs in network systems precludes their use as
‘fillers’ to balance the labour load. This restriction is
often alleviated in hybrid systems, where job-shop-type
and network-type jobs are intermingled; in this case the
jobs should be used as fillers wherever possible.
Scheduling, in network systems or job-shop systems,
in industry is the technique which ensures that
optimum use is made of labour and facilities. Unless
its scheduling facility is adequate, an organisation can
not compete efficiently in today’s business world.
Techniques such as those described above, the concept
of time limits, the establishment of priority classifica
tion, etc., are essential if the organisation hopes to
obtain maximum profit from its operation, since they
affect facility and labour utilisation, overhead, storage
and that most important commodity of all—time.
APPENDIX
I. Notes on computer capability

Concerning computer capability, the major factor is
the amount of core storage available; a fast overlay
system compensates for, but does not overcome, limita
tions in this regard. The ideal method is to set up
tables in core, and process these; the need to bring
in tables for processing slows down the system
markedly.
The other limiting factor is printer speed, especially
in the preparation of schedule charts, as distinct from
numeric information. In the job-shop system men
tioned in example 3 in the Appendix, the machine is

bound by its 600 line-per-minute printer for 75% of
the processing time.
II. Examples

N.B.: The processing of the systems mentioned here
has been performed on an IBM360/30 with 64K 8-bit
bytes of core storage, three disk drives and two tape
drives; this configuration will be referred to as the
machine. All times given refer to the above configura
tion.
Example 1
Some of the computer companies have tried to con
struct generalised program ‘packages’ for the ‘construc
tion projects’ application, with varying degrees of
success. An early version of one such package work
ing on a network of 1500 items took about four hours
to prepare the necessary reports, and also required file
updating with achievements, which was tedious. Some
work still needed to be done in actually developing a
schedule, particularly in the method of using labour,
where feasibility rather than an actual schedule was
given. A later version of the system promises to cut
down the processing time, but not the schedule
development time.
This package, in common with many such packages,
can be adapted to the particular circumstances in
which it is used.
Pilot programs indicate that a
schedule could be prepared in one hour on the same
machine while a larger machine, with more in-core
processing, would reduce this figure again.
Example 2
A simple example of another use of network tech
niques is the production line balancing problem, which
consists of arranging the job steps necessary to pro
duce the finished product as a network, and then
assigning them in batches to the members of the work
force. There is a standard time interval before a
work-piece reaches the point occupied by its pre
decessor on the line at the beginning of that interval,
known as the cycle time. Each job step has an allowed
time, and a worker can be given a set of jobs pro
vided that the sum of their durations does not exceed
the cycle time, and provided precedence is obeyed.
There are certain complications, such as the necessity
to perform various job steps at certain positions due
to fixed facilities, and the requirement by some job
steps of more than one worker; also, high facility
utilisation is not characteristic of network problems.
A program to perform the allocation of 500 job
steps, about the maximum for the machine without
setting up extensive tables outside of core, was run on
such a machine and gave results, comparable with
those obtained by manual means, in fifteen minutes.
Rearrangement of the allocation, due to factors whose
inclusion in the program did not seem desirable,
would take less than five per cent of the time originally
used to perform the whole allocation manually.
Example 3
In a system to control the timing for the steps
necessary to develop an idea into a finished product,
the first steps, involving management decisions, affect
the product as a whole; once detailed styling and
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design are begun, there are many inter-related func
tions proceeding simultaneously, whose timing can be
handled by network scheduling. Once the various
parts have been designed, they are procured by one of
two major systems—internal manufacture or external
purchase, although there are parts which are procured
in a fashion hybrid between these two systems. This
procurement can be scheduled as a job-shop system,
with the procurement officer’s time the limiting facility
on the externally purchased parts.
The assembly of the trial product, and preparation
for full production, can then be controlled by a net
work which includes the procurement of each part as
a single job step.

Thus in one system we have both network and jobshop scheduling.
For a project involving about a thousand parts, we
need a network of about 300 job steps to control the
decision and design stages, a job-shop system with
about 5000 (1000 x 5 each) job steps, and another
network of about 1500 items to control the final stages.
A scheduling system for the ‘job-shop’ phase, at
present in operation, takes about fifteen minutes of
processing time including schedule modifications and
updating with achievements; by past experience (see
previous example) the final network should require
about an hour’s processing time on the same com
puter, even after the inefficiencies have been removed.

Book Reviews
Douglas Lewin, Logical Design of Switching Circuits. Nelson.
1968. 360 pp. Price $12.00.
The purpose of this book is to provide a text for courses
in switching theory and logical design for final year engineer
ing students. However, it assumes no previous knowledge and
is thus suitable for more elementary courses or as a text
for self study. The material is well chosen and the presenta
tion is balanced so that I found myself in agreement with
the proportion of space and emphasis given to the various
topics. One of the criticisms that can be made of other
recent texts in the field is that they give undue emphasis to
some specialised aspect in order to be different. It is pleasing
to find that the author has avoided this inclination. A good
feature is the large number of tutorial problems and the pro
vision of worked solutions to them. This is an asset, particu
larly for the student who wishes to pursue a program of
self study.
There are nine chapters (360 pages) with the following
headings:
1. Introduction to digital systems.
2. Principles of switching algebra.
3 and 4. Design of combinational switching circuits.
5. Sequential switching circuits.
6. Design of synchronous sequential circuits.
7. Design of asychronous sequential circuits.
8. Circuit implementation.
9. Automatic design of logical systems.
The headings are fairly accurate indications of content
except for perhaps Chapter 9. The treatment of computeraided design is rather brief and does not provide much insight
into methods used in the industry. It includes some interest
ing comment on current machine organisation dealing in
particular with weaknesses in non-numeric machine functions.
The book uses notation and conventions which may not
be the most popular but adjustment to these is quite simple.
Generally speaking, it meets the objectives very well and
should form a useful text for course work and self study.
The price is consistent with other texts and it is perhaps a
pity that it has not been produced in a low cost version.
M. W. Allen.
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T. R. Dickson, The Computer and Chemistry. W. H. Freeman
& Co., San Francisco, pp. viii + 216, price $5.25.
Is there any set of problems peculiar to chemistry that
requires special methods for computation, or is it the case
that chemists simply apply computer methods that are
developed for quite general application? This is one of
several questions suggested by a reading of this book. Another
is whether it is enough to give a student a purely ‘black box’
approach to computers, or whether an appreciation of their
power and capabilities comes only with an understanding of
principles and modes of operation. The book is about pro
gramming in Fortran and is devoted in the first part of some
80 pages to a description of the Fortran language, and in
the second part, consisting of 130 pages, to a discussion of
numerical methods and computer applications. It is intended
as a first course for undergraduate students and includes
problems for students to answer throughout the second part.
The first part has no specific reference to the problems
that chemists, as opposed to other scientists, encounter in
their work. It is a straightforward and simplified account of
programming in Fortran done in the manner of a recipe. It
is in the second part that one looks for particular chemical
applications. The examples are chosen from electrolyte
theory, statistics and the equation of state, radioactive decay,
thermodynamics, mass spectrometry, chemical kinetics, molecu
lar orbital theory and nuclear magnetic resonance. The appli
cations are well chosen and realistic, while the methods used
to solve them are straightforward with no pretence of
novelty.
It is an interesting reflection that in very few British or
Australian Universities are there undergraduate courses in
computing for non-specialists of the breadth and scope implied
by this book. It will certainly, however, be found to be a
valuable adjunct to any undergraduate or post-graduate course
undertaken from what might be called the instrumental view
point, in which the student is called on to translate his work
into a problem-oriented language, and then to await a solu
tion, without needing to know how the box works.
D. P. Craig.
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A Generalised Computer To
Computer Link For An IBM 360 Computer
By D. J. Richardson *

The properties of a generalised computer to computer link for an IBM360 computer are
presented. A novel feature of this link is its ability to appear simultaneously like many dif
ferent standard devices to an IBM360 computer. The need for this type of link arose from a
desire to make a variety of non-IBM devices, connected to a computer network including an
IBM360 computer, readily available to IBM360 programmers.

1. Introduction

2. The Link

Computer-to-computer interfaces normally require
each computer to appear to the other computer as a
single attached device. Special input-output conven
tions are needed if information from one computer is
to be sent to more than one destination through the
other computer. One common convention is to include
destination information with each data item trans
mitted, but this involves special input-output handling
routines and possibly major changes in software pro
vided by the computer company. Such conventions
severely restrict the usefulness of indirectly attached
peripheral devices.
A computer network is being set up at the A.A.E.C.
Research Establishment, based on a central IBM36050/H computer and a number of smaller satellite
computers. These satellite computers are being used
for data collection and the control of experiments. A
D.E.C. PDP9L computer is being installed as a com
munications centre for this network.
This paper describes the properties of a computerto-computer link designed for use at the A.A.E.C.
Research Establishment with this network.
It is
transparent to the IBM360 computer, and enables up
to 128 different devices or destinations to be handled
through a normal IBM360 selector channel as though
they were all standard IBM devices. The IBM360
operating system may thus use this link without
restriction. Normal IB M3 60 programs will thus be
able to communicate directly with all parts of this
network.
The flexibility of this link in relation to the IB M3 60
computer places strict timing and response require
ments on the other associated digital computer. These
requirements are discussed. A functional description
of this link in association with a PDP9L digital com
puter is given. A specific example of the use of this
link is given in the Appendix.
The relevant IBM360 input-output operations are
summarised in the Appendix. Detailed descriptions of
these operations are given in the IBM reference
manuals (1967, 1968).

The link between the IBM360 computer and the
associated digital computer appears as a control unit
to the IBM360.
Each control unit normally
responds to a range of addresses corresponding
to the number of devices of a given type that may be
attached to the particular control unit.
Links
between IBM360 computers and other computers have
in the past always appeared as single, fixed address
control units to the IBM360.
The main feature of this present link is that it
responds to the IBM360 computer during an Initial
Selection sequence whenever a particular bit is present
within the eight-bit device address byte. If the link is
not busy, the entire address byte is then passed to the
associated digital computer for analysis and response,
together with the particular operation requested by
the IBM360 which is passed to the link as another
eight-bit byte. The associated computer then deter
mines the link response in the form of an eight-bit
status byte for the IBM360 and informs the link
accordingly.
This completes the Initial Selection
Sequence. Timing is highly critical up to this point,
as Initial Selection sequences must in general be com
pleted within 32 ps (IBM 1968). Particular models of
the IBM360 may allow longer times. The IBM360/50
model, for example, allows 76.5 ps.
The input-output operation may be complete at this
point. If data is to be transferred, however, a Data
Transfer sequence must take place. The start of this
sequence awaits a signal from the associated computer
that it has the required data ready for transmission or
that it is ready to accept data. Timing is not critical
at this point. This signal is normally in the form of
an input-output request from the associated com
puter. The link then arranges the necessary data buf
fering and transfer signalling between the two com
puters without further program reference to either
computer until the end-of-data transfer is reached.
An Ending sequence must then follow.
The link
signals the associated computer that an ending status
byte is required. Timing is not critical at this point.

* Australian Atomic Energy Commission, Research Establishment, Lucas Heights.
revised form March, 1969.
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The associated computer determines when its own
corresponding data transfers have finished, and whether
any exception or error conditions need signalling. A
status byte, containing at least ‘channel end’, is then
sent to the link for transmission to the IBM360. This
completes the Ending sequence, although later status
information may be sent to the IBM360, including
‘device end’ if this did not accompany ‘channel end’.
It should be noted that error conditions signalled
over the link are errors detected by the associated
computer program and not necessarily direct link
errors.
Many variants of the above communication
sequences exist. These are discussed more fully in
Section 3.
3. The Link and Associated Computer
Intercommunication

For definiteness, a PDP9L computer is taken. This
is an 18-bit word machine with a 1.5 /*s cycle time
DEC (1968). An essential attribute for the purpose of
the link ig the existence of a priority interrupt system
for the PDP9L.
The basic interconnections between the link and the
PDP9L for PDP9L program communication and con
trol purposes are:
(1) Link Address flag to PDP9L priority interrupt
level 0 (highest priority). This enables the link to
signal the PDP9L at the start of each IBM360
initiated Initial Selection sequence recognised by the
link.
(2) Link Control flag to PDP9L priority interrupt
level 1 (the next lower priority level). This flag is
used by the link to signal the PDP9L either that an
IBM360 operation command is available for reading
by the PDP9L, or that the link requires status informa
tion from the PDP9L for transmission to the IBM360.
The link registers for communication and control
purposes are:
(1) Link Address register

This 8-bit register is set with the 8-bit device
address placed by the IBM360 on Bus Out during an
Initial Selection sequence whenever both the link Not
Operational and Link Busy flags are down and the
link has recognised this address. Recognition of this
address occurs when the second most significant bit
position of this address is 1. This bit position was
chosen as conflicting least with addressing conventions
in use with IBM devices and control units. Setting of
this register from the IBM360 also sets the Link
Address flag, causing a PDP9L priority level 0 inter
rupt request.
The Link Address register may be read by the
PDP9L. Reading the Link Address register by the
PDP9L clears the Link Address flag and associated
interrupt condition.
The Link Address register may also be set by the
PDP9L whenever the Link Active flag is down. Set
ting the Link Address register from the PDP9L causes
the link to raise Request In to the IBM360. If the
IBM360 acknowledges this request, the address is
passed to the IB M3 60, and the Link Control flag is
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ultimately raised, signalling a priority level 1 interrupt
request to the PDP9L, when the IBM360 raises Com
mand Out.
If the Link Suppress flag is down, this Link Address
register setting is used by the PDP9L to specify the
device before any asynchronous presentation of device
status to the IBM360.
(2) Link Control register

This 8-bit register is set with the 8-bit operation
command placed by the IBM360 on Bus Out during
each Initial Selection sequence. This register may be
read by the PDP9L when the Link Control flag is
raised during a priority level 0 interrupt resulting from
the raising of the Link Address flag in an Initial Selec
tion sequence.
This 8-bit register may also be set by the PDP9L
with any desired equipment status information for
transmission to the IBM360. Whenever this register
is set by the PDP9L, the link raises Status In to the
IBM360.
The link flags for communication and control pur
poses are:
(1) Link Not Operational flag

This flag may be set and cleared by the PDP9L.
No device address is recognised by the link when this
flag is up. No interrupt condition is associated with
this flag.
(2) Link Busy flag

This flag may be set and cleared by the PDP9L.
Recognition of any device address by the link when
this flag is up causes a hard-wired ‘busy’ status to be
returned to the IBM360 without reference to the
PDP9L.
(3) Link Address flag

This flag is raised, signalling a priority level 0 inter
rupt to the PDP9L, whenever both the Link Not
Operational and the Link Busy flags are down and the
link recognises a device address sent from the IBM360.
The Link Address flag and its associated interrupt
request are cleared whenever the PDP9L reads the
Link Address register.
(4) Link Control flag

This flag is raised, signalling a priority level 1 inter
rupt to the PDP9L whenever one of the following
occurs:
(i) Command Out is raised by the IBM360 and
recognised by the link.
(ii) The link detects an end-of-link data zero word
count within the PDP9L.
(iii) The link detects an ‘Interface Disconnect’,
‘Selective Reset’, or ‘System Reset’ from the
IBM360.
The Link Control flag and its associated interrupt
request may be cleared by the PDP9L.
(5) Link Suppress flag

This flag is raised whenever Suppress Out from the
IBM360 is detected by the link. This flag falls only
when Suppress Out falls. This flag may be tested by
a PDP9L test and skip instruction, and should always
be tested prior to returning asynchronous device status
to the IBM360. If this flag is up, indicating com
mand chaining within the IBM360 for the current
device, the Link Address register must not be loaded
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by the PDP9L. ‘Device end’ status for the current
device should be loaded directly into the Link Control
register in this case. No interrupt condition is associ
ated with this flag.
(6) Link Active flag

This flag is raised whenever the link raises Opera
tional In to the IBM360, and falls when Operational
In falls. This flag may be tested by a PDP9L test and
skip instruction. The Link Address register may be
loaded by the PDP9L prior to returning asynchronous
device status to the IBM360 only if the Link Active
flag is down. No interrupt condition is associated
with this flag.
4. References
DEC (1968).—PDP9L User’s Handbook.
IBM (1967).—IBM System/360 Principles of Operation Form
A22-6821-6.
IBM (1968).—IBM System/360 Channel to Control Unit
Original Equipment Manufacturer’s Information Form
A22-6843-3.

APPENDIX I
Example of Link Usage

The following example illustrates the link and
associated PDP9L computer responses to the IBM360
selector channel input-output requests.
(1) Start I/O, to read a record from a magnetic tape
unit attached to the PDP9L.
Initial Selection sequence

The IBM360 places the device address on Bus Out,
and raises Address Out, Hold Out and Select Out. If
the link is not busy, and the link recognises this
address, the link responds immediately with Opera
tional In. At the same time, the link places this
address in the Link Address register and raises the
Link Address flag, signalling a priority level 0 inter
rupt to the PDP9L. Whilst this interrupt is being
taken by the PDP9L, the IBM360, on receipt of
Operational In, drops Address Out. The link then
places the acknowledged address on Bus In and raises
Address In. The IBM360 responds by placing the
desired operation command—in this case, a Read
command—Bus Out and raising Command Out. On
receipt of Command Out, the link sets the command
in the Link Control register and raises the Link Con
trol flag, signalling a priority level 1 interrupt to the
PDP9L. The link now drops Address In and the
IBM360 responds by dropping Command Out. The
IBM360 is now waiting for status information from
the link.
Whilst the PDP9L is processing the priority level 0
interrupt, it cannot accept the lower priority level 1
interrupt. This is important in discriminating between
the two possible responses to the Link Control flag.
In processing the priority level 0 interrupt the PDP9L
reads the Link Address register, thus clearing the Link
Address flag and its associated interrupt request. This
device address is used to point to a set of possible
status responses for this device. The PDP9L may test
the Link Control flag to ensure that Command Out
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 1, No, 5, November, 1969

has been received from the IBM360 before proceed
ing.
The PDP9L now reads the Link Control
register, clears the lower priority level 1 interrupt
request, selects the appropriate status response—8
zero bits if no abnormal conditions are present—and
loads the Link Control register with this status. The
PDP9L may now return from the priority level 0
interrupt. The link places the status information on
Bus In and raises Status In to the IBM360. On
receipt of status, the IBM360 returns Service Out and
the link drops Status In. This completes the Initial
Selection sequence.
Data Transfer sequence

The PDP9L must now obtain the necessary mag
netic tape data for the Data Transfer sequence, either
by reading the magnetic tape record or by transferring
the record data from a previously filled buffer area.
This information is set up in a link buffer area, the
necessary PDP9L word count and data address words
are established, and an input-output transfer (IOT)
Write instruction is issued by the PDP9L to the Link.
Data transfer now takes place between the PDP9L
and the IBM360, using the Bus In lines and the
Service In and Service Out signals. This stage does
not involve any user programming, and is entirely
monitored by the link. The Data Transfer sequence
is terminated either when the IBM360 issues Com
mand Out in response to a Service In, or when the
link detects a zero PDP9L data word count. In the
former case the IBM360 drops Command Out when
the link drops Service In. In the latter case, Service
In is not raised by the link. In each case the link
raises the Link Control flag to signal a priority level 1
interrupt request to the PDP9L. This concludes the
Data Transfer sequence.
Ending sequence

As no priority level 0 interrupt is in progress at this
stage, the PDP9L accepts the priority level 1 interrupt
request. The PDP9L first clears the Link Control flag
and then loads the Link Control register with a status
byte containing both ‘channel end’ and ‘device end’
bits. If anv error was detected during the previous
reading of the magnetic tape by the PDP9L, the ‘unit
check’ status bit is also included. The PDP9L now
exits from the interrupt. The link places the status
information on Bus In and raises Status In to the
IBM360. The IB M3 60 acknowledges the status with
Service Out, and all link and IBM360 lines then fall.
This completes the Ending sequence.
APPENDIX n
IBM360 Input-Output Signals

All IBM360 computers communicate with attached
devices through selector or multiplexor channels and
device control units. A standard set of communica
tion lines is used. These lines are:
Operational Out
Request In
Hold Out
Select Out
Address Out
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Operational In
Address In
Command Out
Status In
Service In
Service Out
Bus In (9 lines)
Bus Out (9 lines)
Suppress Out
Metering Out
Metering In
Clock Out.
The last three lines refer only to equipment usage
meters and are not of relevance to the link.
APPENDIX III
IBM360 Input-Output Operations

Four Input-output instructions are available within
the IBM360 central processing unit. They are:
TEST CHANNEL
TEST I/O
START I/O
HALT I/O
TEST CHANNEL is not of relevance to the link.
Associated with the START I/O instruction are five
basic commands:
SENSE
READ BACKWARDS
WRITE
READ
CONTROL.
The TEST I/O instruction appears to a control unit
as a START I/O instruction followed by the command
TEST.
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The HALT I/O instruction causes Address Out to
rise and the Hold Out and Select Out lines to fall.
This signals ‘Interface Disconnect’ to the currently
operating control unit.
The IBM360 central processing unit associates each
command with a byte count and a core storage loca
tion for any data transfers.
APPENDIX IV
IBM360 Device Communication

Communication with devices may be considered in
three parts:
An Initial Selection sequence
A Data Transfer sequence
An Ending sequence.
If there is no Data Transfer sequence, the Ending
sequence may be part of the Initial Selection sequence.
The success or otherwise of each IBM360 inputoutput operation is summarised within two 8-bit status
bytes available to the programmer. One byte sum
marises channel conditions and will not be considered
further. The other status byte is provided by the
relevant control unit as each I/O operation pro
gresses. The eight information bits within this byte
are:
ATTENTION
STATUS MODIFIER
CONTROL UNIT END
BUSY
CHANNEL END
DEVICE END
UNIT CHECK
UNIT EXCEPTION.
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Education For Commercial A.D.P. Staff —
I. Skills Required And Existing Facilities
By M. R. G. Fiedler *

This paper is presented in two parts. I, printed in this issue, outlines the skills and
disciplines required by the various classes of A.D.P. staff. It then attempts a critical assess
ment of existing facilities for commercial A.D.P. education in Australia and finds these
facilities wanting on two main scores—first, there is an insufficient supply of trained staff
forthcoming from existing training institutions to meet present and projected future require
ments and, secondly, such graduates, diplomates, etc., produced are not yet ready to enter
the practical work situation. Certain suggestions for the implementation of an in-house
training scheme will be given in II of this paper (to be published in the February, 1970,
issue of The Australian Computer Journal).

1. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING—A
DYNAMIC GROWTH INDUSTRY
1.1 Introduction

“. . . Little progress is being made to meet the
acute shortage of skilled computer staff in Australia.
This is the great problem racking the fast developing
computer industry.
“Unless effective action can be taken to solve it,
the use of computers will continue to be unnecessarily
costly and inefficient and the contribution that
machines can make to national development will be
heavily handicapped.”
(The Australian Financial
Review, 1967.)
This comment by the Financial Review writer was
made over two years ago — but the problem still
exists. In the last decade we have seen the mush
rooming of the present-day giant computer industry,
whose ranks have been swelled by growing numbers
of programmers, systems analysts and related per
sonnel. Albeit, over this period, educational and
performance standards have been of a very low order
and as a result, the industry is still plagued by the
acute shortage of skilled computer staff. We cannot—
in fact we dare not try to — stop the industry’s
tremendous expansion, but we can and must devise
a solution to overcome the problem of inadequately
trained staff.
Let us first consider the state of the industry in a
little more detail.
1.2

Survey of Australian Scene in Post-War Years

Data processing machines have been used in Aus
tralia for many years. My own company, the A.M.P.
Society, first used the old Powers Samas mechanical
equipment for its policy liabilities valuation way back
in 1924. In post-war years, punch card installations
were extended, but computers did not enter the com
mercial scene in any significant way until the present
decade. Just over 10 years ago, in 1958, there were
eleven (Australia, 1966a) computers installed in Aus
tralia, employing only a few dozen staff.
* Australian Mutual Provident Society, Sydney Cove, N.S.W.

At 30th June, 1968, there were 665 digital com
puters installed in this country, with a further 155
machines on order (Australia, 1968), employing a
total of more than 15,000 staff (Projections based on
figures in Australia 1966b and other Department of
Labour and National Service publications). Of the
people employed, about 4,000 are data processing
managers, systems analysts, systems programmers,
applications programmers and numerical specialists,
while the remaining 11,000 are computer operators,
data preparation operators, maintenance engineers and
other associated staff. In some years in the last decade,
installations—and systems and programming staff—
have grown at rates exceeding 30 per cent per annum.
1.3

Some Projections for the Future

The pace of growth in absolute terms is not likely
to diminish in the next decade. Various estimates—
and some projections—have been made for the future
—one estimate puts the number of installed com
puters at over 3,000 by 1978. Even if this seems to
be high, the expansion will be great and will naturally
mean a large demand for skilled computer staff. This,
in turn, is going to place an enormous strain on
existing training facilities.
It should be borne in mind that it is not simply a
matter of multiplying the present numbers of com
puter staff by a growth factor to determine the addi
tional annual requirements for the industry—but that
allowance must also be made for the number of
separations from all causes which occur each year.
In a survey (previously referenced) published by the
Department of Labour and National Service (Aus
tralia 1966b), these separations in 1965 amounted to
over three-quarters of the net increase in total employ
ment in the industry. Assuming that this is a typical
figure, and that some two-thirds of these people have
taken employment elsewhere in the industry, then each
year about 1,250 new staff must be trained if we are
to effectively increase A.D.P. staff ranks by 1,000
within that year. (As one might expect, the turnover
Manuscript received February, 1969.
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amongst data preparation staff was the highest, being
at least one-half as large again as all other classes of
staff.)
What about staff increases over the next decade?
It would not seem to be unreasonable to suggest that
the growth in absolute terms will be maintained during
this period. That being so, a net increase of at least
2,000 in the A.D.P. workforce will be required each
year. Adding 25% to this figure to allow for separa
tions where people leave the industry, then approxi
mately 2,500 new people (or more) will have to be
trained each year to cater for the needs of the industry.
These requirements could be broken down roughly
into—
120 A.D.P. Managers
160 Systems Analysts
320 Programmers
250 Computer Operators
1,600 Data Preparation Staff
50 Other Staff
each year.
If we omit’' data preparation staff from these figures
the industry will need at least 900 new managers,
systems analysts, programmers, computer operators
and other specialists each year in the next decade. I
might add that this represents a compound growth
rate of only 9 to 10 per cent per annum, and the
actual growth may well exceed these figures.
1.4 A.D.P. Education Needs

Until a few years ago, practically all computer staff
training in Australia was conducted by the machine
houses. For a long time, universities limited them
selves to providing substantial grounding in scientific
or numeric computational methods-—and it is only
recently that the problems in the fields of information
and data processing systems have been deemed worthy
of serious studies “on campus”. Colleges of Advanced
Education and technical colleges entered the computertraining field by first offering programmer and
operator training courses and this has increased to
the stage where full diploma courses are now offered
by many colleges and institutes. A relatively small
amount of training has been provided by a few
private colleges and management consultants. How
ever, even when all these facilities are pooled, it is
highly unlikely that they will be able to handle the
training of anything like the increased numbers which
the industry is demanding over the next 10 years and
even if they could, it is not considered that any one
of these institutions by itself will develop the degree
of practical expertise so necessary in the A.D.P.
employee in the future.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the facilities
existing for commercial A.D.P. education in Australia,
to consider the skills required by various classes of
A.D.P. staff, to appraise the role of the existing educa
tional institutions in developing these skills, and to
submit a plea for the adoption of “in-house” training
by users as the means of supplementing—or substitut
ing for—the courses offered by outside institutions.
First, let us consider the existing facilities available
whereby commercial computer personnel may receive
their training.
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2. SURVEY OF PRESENT A.D.P. EDUCATION
FACILITIES
2.1 Universities

The continued shortage of A.D.P. staff in Australia
has highlighted the limited output of trained computer
personnel from the universities and for that matter,
from technical colleges. However, until quite recently,
there was a lack in the curricula of the universities on
the problems of commercial data processing as distinct
from the problems of scientific computation.
It is noteworthy that in 1967, the University of
New South Wales introduced a full undergraduate
subject of Data Processing as an optional second year
subject in the Bachelor of Commerce course. This
course covers the evolution and history of computing,
unit record equipment, computer features, systems
analysis and design and the writing of programs in
PL/1. I understand that 125 students enrolled for the
course at the beginning of 1968 and had access to
the IBM 360 Model 50 installed out there. The Uni
versity of New South Wales also plans to introduce a
graduate subject in Information Systems in 1969 as
part of their Master of Commerce in Accountancy
course.
Macquarie University operate an IBM 1460 com
puter and offer a first year subject known as Com
puting I. According to the university’s handbook, “this
course will give an overall view of data processing
equipment and the nature of the digital computer and
programming systems”. The course is intended to be
an introductory course for all disciplines—commercial,
mathematical and scientific — but insofar that it
teaches FORTRAN as the programming language, it
is of limited use to A.D.P. commercial staff. Accord
ing to their handbook, Macquarie University offers
“a specialist program (in the School of Economic and
Financial Studies) which is directed towards comput
ing, operations research and systems analysis, in
association with economics and accounting”. In 1969,
Macquarie will introduce a post-graduate Diploma in
Business Administration course, which will “focus on
the problems of management in the present-day com
puter environment”. One of the proposed subjects
will be Management Information Systems. It is signi
ficant that one of the requirements for the Director
of this program, appearing in the recent job advertise
ment, is that he must have had recent direct computer
experience.
Some computing content is also offered in economics
or commerce bachelor degree courses at a number of
other Australian universities or university colleges; for
example, at the Australian National University,
Monash University, the Universities of Queensland and
Western Australia and at Townsville and Wollongong
University Colleges.
The most significant development towards a full-time
course in commercial data processing has occurred in
Queensland where the University of Queensland intro
duced in 1968 for the first time a post-graduate
Diploma in Information Processing. The course con
sists of five subjects, viz.:
Data Processing Equipment,
Computer Programming,
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E.D.P. Mathematics,
Systems Analysis and Design, and
Economic Information and Decision Models.
Four candidates undertook the course in 1968 as
full-time students (the course extending over one
academic year) and a further 12 proceeded as parttime students over two years. It is significant that
approximately one-half of the part-time students are
endeavouring to break into the A.D.P. field.
The University of Queensland states that the com
puter industry has been active in supporting the course
by way of the provision of literature, and by arrang
ing demonstrations of equipment. It will be interesting
to see whether this diploma course will start a trend
towards full degree or diploma courses in commercial
data processing at Australian universities.
2.2 Colleges of Advanced Education and Technical
Colleges

A number of Colleges of Advanced Education and
Technical Colleges have conducted courses in com
mercial data processing for some years. In Victoria,
diploma and/or certificate courses are offered by the
Ballarat School of Mines and Industries, the Bendigo,
Caulfield, Preston and Royal Melbourne Institutes of
Technology and the Swinburne College of Technology.
These courses may generally be undertaken on either
a full-time or part-time basis over several years, the
full diploma course normally taking three or four
years full-time.
1968 saw the provision in New South Wales of a
new Diploma of Information Processing course pro
vided by the New South Wales Institute of Tech
nology. This is a comprehensive course covering pro
gramming (3 levels), E.D.P. mathematics (3 levels),
data processing, computers in our society and systems
appreciation together with a range of management
subjects. The full-time course extends over three years
and the Diploma Award is then only made following
completion of six months’ employment in the field
together with a satisfactory written report on the
student’s work. Part-time students are expected to
take five years to complete the course, and they must
spend at least 12 months of this period working in
the field. Again a written final report on the student’s
work is a necessary prerequisite to the Diploma Award.
The New South Wales Institute of Technology
received over 600 applications and enquiries for their
course at the start of 1968, but only about 90 were
finally selected. This is distinct evidence that there are
many people around Sydney at least who are trying
to break into commercial data processing, but the
existing training facilities are quite inadequate to meet
this demand and also that insufficient users are pre
pared to recruit and train staff.
Technical Colleges and Institutes of Technology in
other States also provide commercial data processing
courses—either as single subjects or as components of
a comprehensive A.D.P. or accounting diploma or
certificate course. The trend for these institutions is
almost surely going to be one of continued expansion
in this field.

2.3

Private Schools

As far as I am aware there are only three private
schools offering A.D.P. training in Australia, but each
of these is run by a correspondence or coaching insti
tution of some standing and repute. Programming
courses are the more popular; instructors are either
full-time or part-time practitioners in the field and
fees are fairly high due to the provision of computer
time for program testing. I heard recently of one
father who paid over $600 for each of his twin
daughters to undertake a course at one such institu
tion. A spokesman for one of these schools recently
stated that the preponderance of its day time students
are Matriculants who have been unable to secure
entry to the University, but such people have rapidly
acquired programming skills. Reports are that these
people find some difficulty in securing jobs on finish
ing their courses—they may have to accept a job as
an operator until a suitable programming vacancy
arises. Part-time students at the same school are
persons already in employment who are wishing to
break into the A.D.P. field. Little is known of their
placement in the industry on graduation.
2.4 Management Consultants, etc.

At least two of the larger consulting firms in this
country have conducted systems analysis courses in
recent years. W. D. Scott and Co. have run several
two weeks’ systems courses while P.A. Management
Consultants Pty. Ltd. have provided a three weeks’
course. P.A. issues a comprehensive set of course notes
which it is claimed took one man-year to produce. In
addition, Scott’s have sponsored visits of some over
seas data processing specialists for several one- or
two-day lecture courses in the larger capital cities.
Quite recently, the Australian Institute of Manage
ment in Sydney conducted a one-week course for
systems analysts.
The Australian Society of Accountants conducts a
course entitled “An Introduction to Electronic Data
Processing”, which runs over four days and caters for
about 50 people. This course has been repeated at
least once in all capital cities. The course is con
ducted by A.D.P. staff from the firm of Arthur
Anderson and Co. and presents a broad outline of
most aspects of data processing, including a couple of
practical demonstrations. In view of its nature, it
caters more for general management than regular
A.D.P. staff.
The fees for all courses of this nature are set at
a fairly high level, in view of their professional nature
■— generally in the order of $25 to $60 a day —■ a
little less for the Society of Accountants course.
2.5
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Machine House Courses

All of the machine houses operating in this country
offer customer education courses in practically all
aspects of A.D.P. Separate Customer Education
departments have been set up within the machine
houses to administer these courses.
Main courses offered by Customer Education
Departments are machine features, introduction to pro
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gramming, several programming languages (including
COBOL and at least one machine oriented language)
and the operating systems under which the com
puters are run. Recently, some courses in Systems
Analysis and Design have been offered. Provision also
exists for computer operator training. Additional
courses on new technical developments are given as
they arise, while some specialist courses, e.g., on
package programs for a particular industry are also
offered. Depending on the policy of the supplier, a
fee may be charged for these courses, or alternatively
they may be offered “free”, apparently without limit,
to all customers and to some prospective customers.
Presumably, in the latter case, the cost of all courses
is loaded into the purchase or rental costs of the com
puter.
Over a year, many hundreds of people pass through
the machine house courses — many of the students
attending a number of courses in succession.
2.6 Organisations

Practically all users, including many of the larger
users, avail themselves of the machine house courses.
However, several larger users, including the Common
wealth and State government departments, Qantas,
B.H.P., and to a lesser degree, some life offices and
banks have developed in-house training schemes,
either as a substitute for the more common machine
house courses, or to complement them by providing
additional teaching, practice exercises, instruction in
the installation’s standards and systems and on-the-job
training.
I would like to come back to this theme in a short
while and develop it further.
3. SKILLS & DISCIPLINES REQUIRED BY
VARIOUS CLASSES OF A.D.P. STAFF

3.3 Skills Required by Systems Analysts

At this juncture, it is worth considering the various
skills and disciplines required by the various classes
of commercial A.D.P. staff, so that an assessment can
be made of the extent to which the existing training
facilities adequately develop and foster such skills.
3.1

Classes of A.D.P. Staff

In this section, I am considering the following
staff—
A.D.P. Managers,
Systems Analysts,
Programmers (both Applications & Systems Pro
grammers),
Computer Operators, and
Data Preparation Operators.
No attention will be given to maintenance tech
nicians or other peripheral staff.
3.2

Skills Required by an A.D.P. Manager

The data processing manager holds the key position
in any installation. This man must be an enthusiastic
leader and must command the respect of his
subordinates. He must be a person with excellent
potential for future high executive responsibilities. This
position should never be given to a senior employee
just as a reward for long and faithful service. It
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requires a dynamic person, who is in tune with the
company, and who has an unswerving determination
to develop the computer as a key instrument of
management control. These personal and leadership
qualities rank so high in the selection of an A.D.P.
manager as to transcend mere technical competence.
It is generally much easier to teach A.D.P. techniques
to a competent administrator than for a technical whiz
to develop the personal qualities and other capabilities
required to be a good manager.
The A.D.P. manager should preferably possess—
and if he does not possess these, he should be trained
to have—
(a) a sound knowledge of the employer’s business and
its organisation,
(b) recognition of the place of the A.D.P. installation
within the business,
(c) knowledge of the areas in which the computer can
be of value to the business, in order of importance,
(d) knowledge on a broad front of the capabilities of
the computer, its main features, the operating
system under which it is run, data processing con
cepts and methods, systems analysis and design,
project control, some appreciation of the pro
gramming language or languages in common use
by the business and main operations considerations.
Expertise in at least one of these fields is a desirable
attribute—the old dictum that “knowledge is power”
has a certain relevance in this situation—but generally
the function of the A.D.P. manager is to manage and
guide the entire installation towards the achievement
of its ultimate goals and he is entitled to rely—to no
small extent—upon his respective area specialists to
supply the necessary technical knowledge.
The Systems Analyst is the systems expert. A
systems analyst cannot be said to be completely trained
unless he has a thorough understanding of all steps
involved from the initial selection of a system to its
final conversion to the computer.
The analyst must be able to—
(a) Investigate and analyse an existing system in
depth.
(b) Discern the problem areas where the existing
system is deficient and which any computer system
should overcome.
(c) Determine the essential requirements of the
system.
(d) Develop a range of alternatives as computer solu
tions. These must be weighted and considered
carefully until the optimum design is reached.
(e) Sell his proposed solution to both his superiors and
to the users.
(f) Document the analysis and design functions to a
satisfactory standard. This will include preparing
report layout sheets, defining the files, records and
elements, drawing a computer block diagram and
writing the program specifications.
(g) Draw up analyst test data.
To be capable of undertaking this work, the analyst
must acquire a thorough knowledge of the techniques
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of systems analysis and design. This will include train
ing in systems concepts, in the conduct of investiga
tions, in interviewing, in sampling techniques, in the
use of such aids as decision tables and flow-charting—
and if he is mathematically inclined, perhaps in
operations research. He will need some training in the
aims and policies of his employer and desirably a
broad knowledge at least of his employer’s existing
systems and procedures. In addition, he will need a
broad data processing knowledge which should
include—
(1) Training in the features of the computer, on which
the systems will be run.
(2) A knowledge of the elements of logic and its
representation.
(3) Training in the programming language in which
the programs for the system will be written.
(4) An understanding of the operating system under
which the programs are run.
(5) Understanding and adherence to the installation’s
systems and other internal standards.
(6) Knowledge of data processing methods and media.
(7) Also desirable, are some “hands-on” operating
experience, the appreciation of program objectives
and a knowledge of testing and “debugging”
standards and methods.
Much has been written on the difficulty of teaching
systems analysis and design. Writers say, for instance,
how do you teach a person to analyse and design a
system? This requires innate skills and creativity—
these are to a large degree not teachable. Also, how
does one teach the determination of the optimum solu
tion—how does one know whether the true optimum
solution has even been considered?
Whilst admitting these difficulties, it is nonetheless
true to say that some systems training is better than
no training at all. Basic systems training should be
aimed at teaching such systems concepts and methods
as do exist, and which have been successfully employed
for some years in the better and possibly larger A.D.P.
installations, both in Australia and overseas.
There is a dual need in the area of systems analyst
training:—
(i) to train those who are already in A.D.P. but lack
sufficient knowledge of the tools and techniques
available to them, and
(ii) to provide better training of those about to enter
the field.
3.4 Skills Required by Programmers (including
Applications and Systems Programmers)

The aim with the training of programmers must be
to produce quality programmers who are skilled in all
aspects of data processing, the computer and the pro
gramming languages used by the organisation — and
not just to produce a large quantity of people who
are narrowly technical in their approach to problems.
The skills and knowledge required by programmers
could be categorised as follows:—
(a) Knowledge of the elements of logic and its repre
sentation.
(b) Training in the features of the machine, including
its capabilities, on which the programs will be run.
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(c) Knowledge—at least on a broad front in the case
of applications programmers — of the operating
system under which the programs will be run.
(d) Training in and acquired proficiency in the use of
the programming languages which he will be
expected to use.
(e) Understanding of and adherence to the organisa
tion’s programming standards (including documen
tation) and other domestic standards.
(f) Importantly, the ability to document clearly.
(g) A knowledge of data processing methods and
media.
(h) Ability to prepare programmer’s test data, know
ledge of testing and “debugging” standards and
methods.
(i) An appreciation of programmer objectives.
(j) Some hands-on operating experience is desirable.
As experience is gained, the programmer will need
further training in logic so that he might integrate a
series of related small programs into a whole and so
be able to relate programs to systems. Ultimately, the
experienced programmer must be able to write large
complex programs with ease and facility.
3.5 Skills Required by Computer Operators

Too often in the past the problem of computer
operator training has been regarded as “a piece of
cake”. Claims are made that “machine operators . . .
can be adequately trained in a few weeks on the job”.
With large complex systems on third generation com
puters and with a daily turnaround of up to several
hundred jobs, it seems unwise and inefficient to rely
too exclusively on “on-the-job” training. We at
A.M.P.—and other organisations also, have come to
realise that formal operator training is a necessity.
Skills required by these classes of people could be
summarised as follows:—■
(a) Familiarity with the business activities of the
organisation with emphasis on the role of the
operations department and on computerised
systems.
(b) Ability to handle the computer and ancillary equip
ment. This means—
(i) Training in the features of the computer and
its capabilities.
(ii) Training in the handling and operation of the
computer. This would extend to the operation
of all peripheral devices.
(iii) A broad knowledge of the features and facili
ties of the operating system under which the
program will be run.
(c) Appreciation of data media (punch cards, paper
tape, magnetic tape, disk files, etc.) and media
handling and the use of data preparation devices.
(d) Knowledge of operator responsibility, extending to
operating procedures, scheduling, logging, the use
of standard control forms and tape library pro
cedures and the necessity to adhere to operations
standards.
(e) Knowledge of console operation and messages and
systems unit allocation.
(f) Ability to recognise apparent faults: and know
ledge of emergency and safety procedures.
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(g) Possibly some elementary programming knowledge,
sufficient only to provide an understanding of the
nature of a program.
3.6 Skills Required by Data Preparation Operators

These are another forgotten group. I think that
most organisations today try and make data prepara
tion a production line task so as to minimise decision
making on their part and to avoid all possible com
plexity in the procedures they must master, thereby
enabling the operators to perform their jobs with the
utmost speed and accuracy possible. In its broadest
connotation this group includes input coders, data
preparation supervisors, unit record equipment
operators, key punch and verifier operators and data
control or checking staff.
We will limit our attention, however, to key punch
and verifier operators. The skills required by this
latter group are:—
(a) Appreciation of the role of data preparation
officers, and the relationship of their work to the
computer.
(b) Some Icnowledge of data media (cards, paper tape
and magnetic tapes).
(c) Knowledge of the functions and use of data
preparation devices, punches, verifiers, etc.
(d) Facility in the use of an alphanumeric keyboard.
4. A CRITIQUE OF EXISTING FACILITIES
AND SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Bearing in mind that probably some 2,500 additional
computer staff, including some 900 managers, analysts,
programmers, computer operators and other specialists,
will be required each year for the next 10 years, the
big question is “Whither Training”? Each of the
training facilities so far mentioned will be reviewed
in turn, first in relation to their likely future develop
ment and secondly, as to the degree to which they
develop the skills defined for each class of A.D.P.
staff.
4.1: First, the universities and technical colleges
(including Colleges of Advanced Education). The
breakthrough in intellectual respectability for non
numeric processing has been made and most uni
versities are now moving in this field. It is now
recognised that the systematic study of business systems
and the development of tools for their use in their
analysis and design are worthy of academic attention
and of inclusion in specialist curricula in computer
science. In the next few years, we can expect further
proliferation of courses throughout Australian uni
versities, and as facilities and funds permit, specialised
courses will be probably included or further developed
within existing M.B.A. study programs and general
courses will be included in arts and non-numeric
science faculties. It may not be too many years before
we see the first complete “Baccalaureate”, the
Bachelor’s degree in Information Processing, offered in
this country. However, even the brightest graduate
will need to undergo a period of intensive on-the-job
training with his new employer before he can start
actual production work.
Technical College diploma courses may also be
expected to extend to other technical colleges, although
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shortage of funds may limit the diploma courses to
the major technical training institutions in each State
for the early 1970’s at least. The requirement by the
New South Wales Institute of Technology whereby all
students must spend six to 12 months in practical field
work before being awarded their diplomas is a step
in the right direction of integrating formal studies with
on-the-job experience.
Probably the training of applications programmers
is more the province of technical institutions at present,
while the universities will tend to concentrate more
on the development of the systems analyst, the opera
tions researcher, the manager and the general business
administrator coupled with some broad general edu
cation. However, these are by no means exclusive
divisions, and as the technical college diploma courses
develop, potential analysts and managers may well be
produced in at least equal numbers as from universities.
It is noteworthy that the professed policy of the
Commonwealth Public Service Board, which provides
the largest amount of in-house training for pro
grammers in Commonwealth Public Service depart
ments, is stated as follows in the Board’s Annual
Report for 1966-67 (pages 52-53):—
“In this area (E.D.P. training), as in other training
areas, the Board does not wish to provide training
which can be undertaken by external education
authorities and when a sufficient supply of adequately
trained personnel is forthcoming from external institu
tions, the Board will withdraw from appropriate areas
of E.D.P. training.”
And again, this time from the Board’s Annual Report
for 1967-68 (pages 58-59):—
“The stage has now been reached where universities
and colleges of advanced education are devoting
increasing attention to the community’s needs for train
ing in E.D.P. and the Board hopes that it will soon
become possible for the Service to rely more on these
institutions. The Board ... is discussing with the
Interim Council of the Canberra College of Advanced
Education arrangements whereby in 1970 the College
will take over from the Board’s Office the responsibility
for conducting the formal and theoretical parts of the
Programmer-in-Training course at present conducted
by the Board. The course will continue to include
on-the-job training and practical experience in depart
ments.”
Two points emerge from these quotations. One is
the encouragement and impetus being given by the
Commonwealth Public Service Board to tertiary insti
tutions to quickly develop A.D.P. education. The
second point is the importance placed on on-the-job
or in-house training by the Board even after it plans
to vacate the formal and theoretical training fields.
I would like to develop this second point. No matter
what prowess has been demonstrated by a full-time
graduate or diplomate in Information Science, he is
likely to be little better value to an installation initially
than graduates in zoology, anthropology or Sanskrit.
This is a similar problem to that faced by employers
of engineering graduates, who must first train the new
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graduates in the specialised fields on which they have
embarked. To the extent that the graduate or
diplomate has acquired proficiency in the programming
language used by the organisation and in systems and
data processing techniques, he is conditioned to
thinking “data-processing wise” and will not need to
undergo formal training in these matters. I can foresee
that the possession of a degree or diploma will replace
the present aptitute test for these people. Nevertheless,
they will have to be exposed to intensive training in
the aims of the organisation and programming and
other internal standards of the installation (where they
exist). Systems people will need to spend some time
in acquiring a basic knowledge of the organisation’s
activities, methods and procedures before they will be
of much effective use. In this situation, a well
organised in-house training scheme is seen as the best
means of providing this practical knowledge and
developing the job skills which these graduates and
diplomates require.
In view of its nature, operator training is outside
the province of the universities. However, it is probable
that technical colleges will further extend their interest
in this field.
4.2: In the present situation, I cannot see private
schools making a strong impact upon the market. The
schools are few in number, and as access to a com
puter is a necessary adjunct to their method of train
ing, very few, if any, new schools are likely to enter
the field. A private school faces heavy establishment
costs, and the proprietors must be prepared to run
the school at a loss for a couple of years or so until
these costs can be recouped. The relatively high fees
for the courses are also deterrents for students.
Brighter students are likely to prefer the universities
—the major appeal of the private schools is that they
offer rapid training (in a few months one can under
take programming language courses and systems
courses offered) and pre-requisites are few. Many
students have entered these schools—at considerable
personal expense—because too few users have been
prepared to recruit and train staff. These schools
thereby afford in theory a means whereby hopefuls
may receive training with a view to quickly breaking
into the industry. Perhaps the best fillip which the
private schools can hope for is for an examining body
or institute to be set up in Australia which would
conduct examinations in A.D.P. subjects with a view
to giving some professional status to the industry. This
is not a new suggestion. It is significant that the
British Computer Society has introduced a two-part
series of examinations, the passing of which together
with a period of planned practical training and
experience will qualify candidates for professional
membership. The first of these examinations will be
held at Easter, 1969. (United Kingdom, 1968.)
4.3: Courses run by management consultants and
other similar organisations fulfil a very useful function
in providing further formal training for those people
already in the field. Course attendees gain benefit from
exposure to new ideas and rub shoulders with opposite
numbers from other institutions. In view of the nature
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and cost of the courses, they are virtually only avail
able to—as they are intended for—employees already
in A.D.P. and whose employers sponsor them. These
courses foster skills already partially developed in
A.D.P. staff rather than cater for new recruits.
The Society of Accountants courses are essentially
aimed at overall education of non-A.D.P. manage
ment.
4.4: Machine house courses are probably the means
by which most A.D.P. staff have obtained their initial
training. In theory, this training should be good. Each
machine house has an organised Customer Education
department, modern classrooms have been built,
printed manuals are available and at least one com
puter is close by for “hands-on” experience. Much
good work and sound training has been given by
machine houses—and will continue to be given in the
future. May it also be said that no single institution
in the last decade could have possibly handled A.D.P.
education on the grand scale and with the degree of
expertise that the machine houses have, especially in
the periods following the release of a new machine or
technique; and that A.D.P. in Australia would be the
poorer today without this form of training.
But after many weeks of attending machine house
courses, I do not think that they are the ultimate
solution for the user in the years ahead. To my mind,
machine house courses have a number of deficiencies
and one major weakness. Among the deficiencies could
be listed—
(a) The classes usually contain both experienced and
inexperienced A.D.P. staff. Depending on the
lecturer, the course may be pitched at advanced
or simple level—or as a compromise, an inter
mediate level which is too fast for the newcomer
and unlikely to satisfy the cravings of the
experienced people.
(b) In the past, many of the lecturers have not had
prior teacher training or experience and have had
little A.D.P. experience. Some courses have con
sisted of little more than the lecturer and students
reading out of manuals. However, I understand
that this is being progressively remedied. At least
one major supplier now requires its education staff
to have a minimum of two years’ data processing
experience before they are allowed to teach.
(c) In view of the stereo-typed nature of the courses,
and the desire to pitch the courses to all users in
different industries, varying amounts of the
material presented is irrelevant to the students’
situation.
Assuming that these deficiencies could be overcome
—and this should not prove difficult—on-the-job train
ing and practical experience is still necessary long
after the attendee finishes the formal training courses.
It is often quite difficult to forge a link between his
external training and the practical situation. This
point leads to the basic weakness of all theoretical
courses offered by machine houses and other institu
tions in the name of computer science today. They
are taught as being basic principles that can be
extended to many applications. But these basics,
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taught under the invincible banner of general principles
are just not enough to enable a potential programmer
or systems analyst to demonstrate his true prowess in
the real world. We need to move on to provide a
closer link or a fusion between the theoretical and
practical situations.
4.5: Notwithstanding the contribution which the above
institutions will make over the next decade, it also
seems too much to expect them to provide each year
the 2,500 additional trained computer staff which the
industry requires. Some other answer must be found,
especially if maximum productivity is to be gained.
4.6: In closing this section I suggest that many of the
education and staffing problems which beset the com
mercial computer industry today are not due to any
failure or ineptitude on the part of the training institu
tions, but are of the users’ own making.
Too few users in the past have been prepared to
take on and train recruits themselves. Too many job
advertisements have hankered for “Trained COBOL
programmers with. two or three years’ programming
experience”, instead of the users recruiting and train
ing their own staff. Training has been left to some
body else. This has led to a most unhealthy dog-eat-dog
development, an inordinately high and grossly
uneconomic movement of staff between organisations
and an escalation of salary levels.
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Book Reviews
K. N. Dodd, Teach Yourself Analogue Computers. English
Universities Press, London, 1969, 191 pp.
This book is aimed at removing some of the mystery sur
rounding computers for intelligent laymen. The author has
some skill in explaining the operation of complicated devices
in elementary terms, but even so, much of the book would
be incomprehensible to a reader without a background in
mathematics of at least advanced secondary school level.
Some sections of the book also require background know
ledge in other topics, such as binary numbers and digital
logic, and no references are given.
The book is not a suitable introduction to analogue com
puters for anyone seriously interested in using them; such
people will have the mathematical background to read the
many other books on the subject already available.
The author covers, very superficially, a wide field of
technology, ranging through electronics, servomechanisms,
gyroscopes, rockets and aircraft, as well as mechanical and
electronic differential analysers, analogue and digital fluidic
elements, and analogue-to-digital and digital-to-analogue con
verters. Considered as a book on analogue computers, about
half of it is padding, but one can more generously consider
it as an elementary survey of this range of technology with
an inappropriate title.
In current usage, the term analogue computer means
electronic differential analyser, and there is a section of the
book devoted to this type of machine. Much of the informa
tion given in this section is either hopelessly out of date or
just plain wrong. Descriptions of hardware, such as electro
mechanical function generators and vacuum tube diodes,
relate to practice of about a decade ago, while the con
fusion of high-gain amplifiers with inverters reveals a lack
of understanding of the basic principles of analogue pro
gramming and scaling, as well as the most important property
of operational amplifiers, viz., the dependence of the transfer
ratio on the input and feedback impedances only, not on the
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properties of the amplifier itself. Operational amplifiers are
explained without any reference to the virtual earth concept,
and division and square-rooting are explained without any
reference to inverse functions in general. The transistor and
the hybrid computer are each dismissed in one paragraph.
The comparison of analogue and digital computers is super
ficial and largely out of date, since the price of digital com
puters has dropped so dramatically in the last few years, and
the statement which most clearly reveals the author’s lack of
appreciation of analogue computers and their role in scientific
computation today is the one on p. 72 that analogue com
puters are most suitable for solving linear differential equations
with constant coefficients.
This book will be of some interest to some people, and it
might succeed in conveying some idea of the principles of
analogue computers to some readers, but it is so superficial
and full of mistakes that the reviewer cannot recommend it.
M. J. Cumming.
Pop-2 Papers, R. M. Burstall, J. S. Collins, R. J. Popplestone.
Oliver and Boyd, 1968. 18 + 43 pp. $3.50.
This small paperback contains two papers on the Pop-2 on
line programming language developed for the Elliott 4120 at
the_ University of Edinburgh. The first is a well-written
beginner’s guide and includes an introduction to the list
handling and record-handling facilities. The second is a
reference manual which is notable for its Machine Intelligence
2 and 3. Curiously, the page numbering re-starts at 1 for the
second paper.
The book will be of little value except to Pop-2 users and
to language designers. Its cost includes a 55% mark-up on
the English price, which will further reduce its appeal.
J. B. Hext.
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Fate Of Papers Submitted To The
1969 Australian Computer Conference
By I. N. Capon*
The following notes are intended as an informal report to the members of the Australian
Computer Society, following the society’s recent conference. They are not intended to be
a complete report from the various conference committees, as they concern only one facet
of the work, namely the gathering of papers for the technical sessions. The author believes
that the figures shown have some interest in themselves, and that a corresponding tabulation
for future conferences may show some long term trends.
The response to the call for papers issued by the executive committee was very good;
a total of 228 submissions was received, excluding enquiries which did not result in at
least a statement of intention to submit a paper.

government undertakings and educational institutions
—then provided the breakdown shown in Table 1.
Some of the notable figures are
(a) the low level of acceptance of papers from com
puter companies (especially if contributions from
overseas “parent” companies are excluded);
(b) the negligible contribution of other companies
(“users”) to the “tools of the trade” areas of soft
ware and hardware (e.g. systems programming and
data collection devices);

1. Submission Statistics

At a very late stage in the pre-conference planning,
and after ignoring submissions which had been with
drawn by their authors, 39 of the papers could be
said to be concerned with basic hardware and soft
ware, 49 with data processing, and 83 with other
applications. (This division is similar to, but not
identical with, the division into three parallel streams
at the conference.) The usual groupings of authors’
affiliations—computer companies, other companies,

ince Patterns

Table 1: Ac
Computer
Manuf.
Analysis
of
288
submitted

Submitted
Withdrawn
—Leaving

Other
Companies

Govt.
Dept.

Educational
Inst.

36
14 (39%)

56
15 (27%)

38
9 (26%)

98
19 (19%)

—

—

—

—

22

41

29

79

Topic
Analysis
of
171
not
withdrawn

Hardware and
Software
Accepted
Rejected
Data Processing
Accepted
Rejected

Total
228
57 (25%)
171
Accepted

5 (4)*
3

2
—

5
1

18 (3)*
6

30 (75%)
10
40

2
5

7
14

5
4

7 (3)*
4

21 (44%)
27
48

Applications
Accepted
Rejected

2 (2)*
5

10 (1)*
8

10
4

31 (2)*
13

53 (64%)
30
83

Total
Accepted
Rejected

9 (41%)
13

19 (46%)
22

20 (69%)
9

56 (71%)
23

104 (61%)
67
171

^Number of overseas speakers included in previous figure.

’■Chairman, Papers Committee, Fourth Australian Computer Conference. Department of Computing Science, University of
Adelaide. Manuscript received August, 1969.
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(c) the poor showing of educational institutions in
data processing;
(d) the low level of acceptance of papers in data
processing.
These figures may be compared with those for the
1966 Canberra Conference, extracted from the report
of the Canberra Conference executive committee:
Category

Submitted

Accepted

55
34
21

47
25
15

%
85
74
71

110

87

79

Design, Programming, etc.......... ...
Administrative and Commercial ...
Scientific Applications ...................

These figures are only approximately comparable, as
the division into three groups is probably not identical
for the two conferences. It is, however, noticeable
that the number of submissions has increased 64%,
and the overall acceptance rate has fallen from 79%
to 61%. This increased difficulty in having a paper
accepted has obviously fallen most heavily on those
writing in the data processing area, despite strenuous
efforts by the organizers of the Adelaide conference
to gather papers in this area.

technical papers are assessed more critically than
broader submissions; this is perhaps the cause of,
or due to, the generally higher level of prepara
tion and experience in these areas.
(5) Referees were asked to judge papers for “origin
ality”.
This can be, and was, interpreted as
“research contributions” or “scholarly articles”.
In cases of doubt the referee or the committee
applied various supplementary and detailed criteria.
For example, several papers describing particular
installations were submitted. These were judged
suitable only if the work was novel and likely to be
of interest elsewhere, or if several similar installa
tions were critically compared. There were many
competent papers which would be perfectly suitable
for branch meetings or local conferences, but not
for the triennial gathering of the society.
(6) The “correctness” of an author’s views is, except
in extreme cases, of little concern to the referee or
the committee. Demonstrable fact is of course
another matter, but different opinions were gener
ally rated equally.
(7) The author’s affiliation had no influence on accept
ance or otherwise of a paper.

2. Refereeing Process

3. Coverage

As the figures given above can be interpreted in
many ways, the papers committee would like to make
the following points about refereeing, which is a pro
cess conducted in confidence and often misunderstood.
(1) Every paper was judged by a referee engaged in
work similar to, but not financially competitive with,
that described in the paper.
(2) If the referee’s opinion seemed “harder” than a
cursory inspection would support, a second opinion
was sought. (One paper was subjected to scrutiny
by four referees, then accepted.)
(3) Papers on the same topic were, within limits due
to erratic dates of submission, looked at by the
same referee.
(4) It follows that refereeing standards should be
uniform within a small sub-field; they may not be
over the whole conference. It is the subjective
impression of the papers committee that narrowly

Coverage of the broad field of computing is prob
ably not possible within roughly 100 papers, especially
if several conflicting points of view are to be put.
Nevertheless the coverage obtained was rather less
than that hoped for. There were at least two reasons
for this, namely, some areas were not in fact ade
quately covered in Australia, and secondly those
working in an area may not have been willing to submit
a paper.
The second of these factors caused the committee
some distress. Several attempts were made, with the
knowledge of the papers committee, to obtain papers
from places at which it was known useful work was
being done. This was uniformly unsuccessful. There
were offers to write a paper which was not to be
refereed, to write for a fee, to deliver a verbal address
without prior submission, as well as refusals on the
grounds of a large work-load. The crux of the matter

Table 2: Geographical Distribution
Considered

Rejected
Tertiary
Institutions

Vic.
.46
N.S.W................................... 40
A.C.T..................................... 26
S.A.......................................... 19
Qld.
12.
W.A.
3
Tas.
1
U.S.A,
18
Other Overseas .................
6
171
286

6
5
—
5
2
1
—
1
2
22

Acceptance
Rate

Accepted
Other

10
16
4
4
6
—
1
3
1
45

Tertiary
Institutions

Other

14
11
12
5
3
2
—
7
2

16
8
10
5
1
—
—
7
1

56

U
ii
^
l'J
^
v

65%
48%
85%
53%
33%
—
—
78%
50%

48
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seems to be that a large number of the practitioners
of computing have an attitude toward paper writing
which is quite different from the traditional one under
which publication is an honour, bringing professional
esteem and eventually material reward. It is not
appropriate for the papers committee to sit in judg
ment on the issue, but it must be observed that con
ferences could not be run in their present form if this
attitude were universal.
4. Geographical Distribution

The geographical distribution of papers submitted
to the conference organizers, and not withdrawn later,
is shown in Table 2. Figures are shown separately
for tertiary institutions, but not for the other groups
where the numbers are small and liable to be
misleading.
The papers committee cannot fully explain tire varia
tion in the figures (e.g. between Victoria and N.S.W.).
The A.C.T. figures of course reflect the well-known
policies of development within the federal capital and
the Queensland figures are perhaps a reflection of a
low withdrawal rate. Both N.S.W. and Victorian
figures are affected by “head office” effects, especially
among computer manufacturers.

There is a strong suggestion among these figures,
and more particularly among the tentative submissions
which were later withdrawn, that professional isolation
is a potent factor in non-submission/acceptance of a
paper. This can also happen in an apparently “wellinhabited” area; such as finance.
5. Reason for rejection

Of the
half (31)
technical
ference.

67 papers rejected by the committee, nearly
were judged to show less than the level of
knowledge expected at a professional con
The remainder divided as follows:

inconsequential .......................................................................
ill-written, obscure ...............................................................
substantially previously
published .................................

1\
5

4
20

acceptable, but inferior to competition .............................
acceptable, but not suited to conference ...........................
premature ...............................................................................

3
12
l
16

Most of the 12 papers judged to be not suited to a
computing conference dwelt on some application, with
no or only passing mention of the computing content
of the work.

Branch Notes
QUEENSLAND
Programme of Monthly Meetings

The lecture programme arranged for the Queens
land Branch for 1969/70 is:—
April, 1969: “Computer Graphics”—Prof. G. Rose, Univer
sity of Queensland.
May, 1969: “The Role of Computers in Meteorology”.—
Mr. C. E. Wallington, C.S.I.R.O.
June, 1969: “The Computer as a Tool of Management”—
Dr. S. S. Webb, Queensland Institute of Technology.
July, 1969: “A Viewpoint on System Concept and Design”
—Mr. N. Smith (Shell Co., Melbourne).
August, 1969: “Data Transmission Services Within Aus
tralia”—Messrs. G. Godwin and J. Boucher, P.M.G.
Dept., Melbourne.
September, 1969: “Computers in Civil Engineering”—Mr.
E. W. Karamisheff (Cameron, McNamara & Partners)
and Mr. K. Crellin (Scientific & Tech. Computing Cen.).
October, 1969: Symposium—“Computer Bureaux—Customer
and Bureau Responsibilities”—Chairman Mr. I. Oliver,
Messrs. I. Struthers (A.D.A.P.S.), G. Growcott (Winchcombe Carson) and J. C. Biggs (Accounting Computer
Service).
November, 1969: A Pot-Pourri of Computer Applications
—Messrs. G. H. Stephens (Stockbrokers’ Work), K.
Leitch (Traffic Control) and P. Levy (Clothing Trade).
February, 1970: Symposium—“Managing Computer Per
sonnel”—Chairman Mr. D. McLeod (W. D. Scott &
Co.), Messrs. R. H. Gough (Q.U.F. Ltd.), J. Roker
(I.B.M.) and C. G. Smith (Main Roads Dept.).
March, 1970: Annual General Meeting and Chairman’s
Annual Address—Mr. A. Goldsworthy (Chairman).
April, 1970: Management Information Systems—A Practi
cal Approach—Mr. I. Todd (United Packages Ltd.).
May, 1970: The Queensland University Computer—Mr.
R. E. Kelly (University of Queensland).

Professional Development Seminars

The Queensland Branch, recognising the need for
in-depth training of members and the responsibility of
the A.C.S. to provide this training, has embarked upon
a series of professional development seminars. The
first of these, a one-day seminar on “The Design and
Processing of Data Files”, was enthusiastically received
by the 82 delegates who attended. The next seminar,
“Problem Definition Techniques”, is planned for
February, 1970.
Membership Increase

The first nine months of 1969 saw a sharp increase
in Branch membership. After only very small gains
in 1967 and 1968, the sudden surge of interest in the
Society has resulted in a 50% membership increase
since 1st January, 1969.
Week-end Conference, May, 1970

The Branch is planning to hold a Week-end Con
ference at the Gold Coast in May, 1970. A call for
papers has already brought a reasonable response.
The theme of the Conference is: “Computers in Pro
ductivity and Planning: A Challenge in Queensland’s
Development”.
Operations Research Seminar

The Branch Operations Research Group conducted
a one-day seminar in October, 1968, entitled “Opera
tions Research for Queensland Management”. It was
a very successful activity, with 80 people attending.
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The Standards Association Of Australia
and

a table of dyadic Boolean operations with definitions and
Venn diagrams.
Index: Glossary, Vocabulary, Dictionary.

Owing to an apparent reduction of activity in the
international area, there have been almost no abstracts
of ISO/TC97 documents produced during the last six
months. However, there has been significant activity
locally in the issuing of Australian Standards and the
passing of documents to public review. The new stand
ard AS XI-1969 is noted below, and AS X2-1969 on
flow charts is expected to be published by the end of
October, 1969.
A Procedures Manual for USA Standards Committee
X3, Computers and Information Processing has been
received by the S.A.A. The Association is also receiv
ing copies of the ACM Standards Newsletter which
carries information on the activities of X3 and its
various sub-committees.

Title: USA Member Body Comments on the First Working
Document on Section I, Formalization and Preparation of
Programs (ISO/TC97/SC1 (Secr.-33) No. 75).
Date: February, 1969.
Pages: 29.
Abstract: This document follows the usual pattern of USA
Member Body Comments. It contains USA acceptance or
alternatives for terms of the subject document, and new
terms, with appropriate annotation for cross referencing
purposes. The subject document was reviewed by USASI
Task Group X3.5.2 and the comments were approved by
USASI Sub-Committee X3.5.
Index: Glossary, Vocabulary, Dictionary.

Standards Sub-Committee MS/20—Computers
Information Processing
GENERAL:

ISO/TC97/SC1 (USA 19) 114E

ISO/TC97/SC2 (USA-48) 324

Title: Tutorial Paper on Correspondence of 8-bit and Hol
lerith Codes for Computer Environment.
Pages: 13.
Abstract: This tutorial contains an 8-bit code for USASCII,
the 8-bit code for EBCDIC and a 256-character Hol
lerith card code, and defines the correspondence between
these three codes. Comments that refer to the assign
ments of characters or character sets in columns 8 through
15 of Table 1 as a basis for standardisation are solicited.

New Australian Standards:
AS Xl-1969 UDC 681.3.04:003.62
Title: 7 Bit Coded Character Set for Information Processing
Interchange.
Date: 1969.
Pages: 22.
Abstract: Australian standard Xl-1969 for 7 bit coded char
acter set for information processing interchange published
by the Standards Association of Australia. This is the
first standard completed of a Series being prepared by
MS/20. The coded character set defined is identical with
the ISO standardization recommendation R646-1967 but
has the addition of national selections as allowed. The
national selections make the set identical with USAS
X3.4-1967.
Index: Character Set, seven bit code, information interchange.

ISO/TC97/SC2 (USA-49) 325

Title: Proposed revised USA Standard Hollerith Punched Card
code.
Pages: 11.
Abstract: This USA Standard presents the standard Hollerith
Punched Card code representation of 256 characters,
including the 128 characters of USASCII and 128 addi
tional characters in 12-row punched cards.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Sccr.-IOl) 343E

Title: Draft resolutions taken during the meeting of SubCommittee ISO//TC97/SC2 Character Sets and Coding
(Berlin, 7th-10th May, 1968).
Pages: 6.
Abstract: 19 draft resolutions covering the following aspects:
• Press telecommunications and the ISO 7-bit code.
• Coding of punched cards.
• Packed numerics.
• Coding of MICR and OCR characters.
• Code extension and expansion.
• Graphical representation of control characters.
• National choices in the ISO 7-bit coded character set.
• Programme of work.
• Arrangement of keyboard.
• Liaisons.

Documents for Public Review
The following documents have been passed to public review.
Doc. 1437-1440: Draft Australian Standard Specification for
Implementation of the 7-bit Coded Character Sets for In
formation Processing Interchange.
Doc. 1441: Draft Australian Standard Specification for Mag
netic Tape Labelling and File Structure for Information
Processing Interchange.
Doc. 1442: Draft Australian Standard Specification for Dimen
sions for Punched Paper Tape for Data Interchange.
Doc. 1443: Draft Australian Standard for The Definition of
4-bit Character sets Derived from the 7-bit Coded Char
acter Sets for Information Processing Interchange.

ISO/TC97/SC2 (Secr.-102) 344

Abstracts:
The following abstracts have been received covering docu
ments issued by the noted ISO Sub-Committee. Copies of the
original document are available from:
Mr. R. K. Profitt.
Engineering Secretary, Committee MS/20,
Standards Association of Australia,
Clunies Ross House,
191 Royal Parade,
Parkville,
VICTORIA. 3052.

.

.

Expert Group SCI.
ISO/TC97/SCI (Seer. 51) 112 F/E
Title: Vocabulary of Information Processing, Section G, Arith
metic and Logic Operations, Second Working Document.
Date: February, 1969.
Pages: 20.
Abstract: The second working document (in French and
English) on the vocabulary section containing terms re
lating to arithmetical and logic operations. Contains also
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Title: Report of the Chairman of Sub-Committee ISO/TC97/
SC2 Character Sets and Coding to the Committee
ISO/TC97 (Amsterdam, 10th-14th lune, 1968).
Pages: 6.
Abstract: Comments are as follows:
(i) Participation.
(ii) Questions dealt with since Tokyo (1965):
to an ISO Recommendation (ISO
1 Leading
R.646).
2 Leading to draft ISO Recommendation (1418,
1320, 1321, 1322, 1323).
3. Questions under current consideration.
4. Other matters.
(iii) Resolution presented to Sub-Committee 1SO/TC97.
(iv) Meetings held.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Sccr-104) 346
Title: Working Paper on two alternate representations of 8-bit
patterns on 12-row punched cards.
Pages: 7.
.
v
Abstract: This working paper gives two.alternate representa
tions of 8-bit patterns on 12-row punched cards.
(Continued on Page 290)
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Council Notes
It is probably a measure of the rate of development
of the Society and of its assumption of its proper role
that, in the six months since the last issue of this
Journal, Council has met twice, for two days each time.
The first meeting was in Sydney in May, and the second
immediately after the Fourth Australian Computer Con
ference in August. A great deal of business has been
discussed, and the minutes of the two meetings amount
to more than 150 pages. As at 30 June, 1969 the
Australian Computer Society had 3,201 personal mem
bers and 91 Corresponding Institutions. This represents
an increase of 505 personal members or 18% in the
previous six months, or more than in the whole of 1968,
and the growth in numbers has been paralleled by an
expansion in the range of activities at the national level.
A new Council took office in May, 1969. Mr. P. M.
Murton (Colonial Mutual Life, Melbourne) was elected
for a second term as President, and Dr. D. L. Overheu
(Department of Defence, Canberra) for a second term
as Vice-President. Mr. B. W. Smith (Australian
National University, Canberra) was re-elected Honorary
Secretary and Mr. M. A. Norsa (Caltex, Sydney) was
elected Honorary Treasurer on the retirement from this
office of Mr. R. W. Rutledge. Mr. Rutledge had been
Honorary Treasurer (and previously Honorary Secre
tary-Treasurer) since the formation of the Society in
January, 1966. Dr. G. N. Lance was re-elected Editor,
Mr. P. J. Farrell as Convener of the Careers and Edu
cation (formerly Careers and Training) Committee, and
Dr. D. L. Overheu as Convener of the Qualifications
Committee. Mr. J. M. Smith was elected Convener of
the Data Transmission Committee, and Mr. R. W.
Rutledge succeeds Mr. A. E. Norman after 3i years
as Convener of the Constitution and By-laws Com
mittee.
The biggest single activity of the Society so far has
been the Fourth Australian Computer Conference held
in Adelaide in August, which is the first to have been
held under the auspices of A.C.S. A record number
attended what proved to be a highly successful confer
ence, and the thanks of the Society and of all who
attended are due to the Hon. Sir Arthur Rymill,
M.L.C., Chairman of the Organising Committee, Mr.
B. J. Giles, Chairman of the Executive Committee,
Mr. O. L. Wilson, Conference Manager, and to the
many others who devoted much time and effort and are
responsible for the success of the Conference. The
second volume of the Conference Proceedings contain
ing keynote addresses, edited records of discussions and
an Index will soon be sent to all who registered for the
Conference; enquiries for further copies of either volume
should be directed to the publishers, Griffin Press,
Marion Road, Netley, S.A. 5037, and not to the Society.
Arrangements are being made for the videotapes of the
keynote addresses to be made available through the
Branches.
At the Adelaide Conference it was announced that
the Fifth Australian Computer Conference will be held
in Brisbane in May, 1972. An interim committee is
already engaged in planning this. The comments of all
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who attended the Adelaide Conference and any sug
gestions for the next Conference will be welcomed. A
questionnaire inviting any comments and suggestions is
being sent to all members of the Society and to all who
attended the Adelaide Conference.
Immediately after the Fourth Australian Computer
Conference a seminar was held, jointly with the Aus
tralian Association of Mathematics Teachers, on “The
Role of the Computer in the Secondary School”. The
proceedings of this seminar are being published by the
Society, and order forms may be obtained from the
Honorary Secretary, P.O. Box 63, Watson, A.C.T.
2602. Council has also decided to produce an occasion
al newsletter on computers and computing in schools,
and those who would like to be placed on the mailing
list are invited to write to the Honorary Secretary. It
is also hoped to arrange further seminars on this topic
from time to time.
One of the more important decisions of Council in
May was to increase the frequency of publication of this
Journal. This number is thus the last in volume 1,
and volume 2 in 1970 will have numbers published in
February, May, August and November. The price per
issue to non-members who subscribe is unchanged, so
that the annual subscription rate will be doubled. The
Journal is now well established and is meeting a real
need for a high quality periodical in the computer field
in Australia. A sufficient supply of suitable papers is
being received to justify Quarterly publication, but the
Editorial Committee will especially welcome good
papers on business and administrative applications of
computers.
To encourage the submission of good papers to the
Journal some of the funds received from the Australian
National Committee on Computation and Automatic
Control have been invested to provide for an ANCCAC
Prize.

This prize will be available for annual award for the
best paper published in the Journal, and will comprise
a medal and a cash award of $250. The first award
will be for the best paper published in volume 1. The
selection committee has been asked to take into account
(a) the value of the work to the profession, (b) its
originality and novelty, (c) qualities such as accuracy,
preciseness of explanation, development of arguments
and demonstration of the critical approach, and (d) the
general arrangement.
Another decision in May was to institute the A.C.S.
Overseas Visitors Programme. From early 1970 out
standing contributors to the computer field will be
brought to Australia from overseas, one about every
four months, to address one-day symposia in all
branches on topics of current importance. Attendance
fees for the seminars will be approximately $10 (includ
ing lunch) for members and $15 for non-members, so
as to make the overall programme self-supporting.
Those who have already accepted invitations under the
Overseas Visitors Programme for 1970 and 1971 in
clude Professors Robert S. Barton, David C. Evans and
Bernard A. Galler. Mr. R. W. Rutledge has been
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Council Notes

appointed Manager of the Programme, and further de
tails should be available through Branches.
A further decision of Council was the establishment
of a central secretariat to service the growing needs of
the Society at the national level. An office has been
established and equipped in Canberra and a Secretarial
Assistant engaged on a regular part-time basis. This
step has proved inevitable because of the increasing
load of correspondence, clerical work and general ad
ministration placed on the Honorary Secretary. The
postal address of the Society (for Council matters) is
now P.O. Box 63, Watson, A.C.T. 2602.
The Careers and Education Committee continues to
be active. Apart from the holding of the seminar on
computers and secondary education already mentioned,
it has undertaken a number of projects. A brochure on
careers in computing has been printed for distribution
to school-leavers and others interested. 5,000 copies
were distributed at the Conference in Adelaide, and
further supplies may be obtained from Branches. The
booklet “Computer Courses in Australia, 1969” has
proved to be very useful—over 1250 copies have been
sold, apart from complimentary copies. A revised
booklet is being prepared showing courses available in
1970 and should be published before the end of the
year. To recover most of the costs involved, the price
will be increased to 30 cents. The revision of the work
ing document on computer courses is continuing, and
plans are being formulated, for consideration by Coun
cil in November, for a proposed series of Professional
Development Seminars.
By the time this issue is published it is hoped that
the Society’s admission as a member of the Internation
al Federation for Information Processing will have been
formally concluded. The Society is already taking part
in a number of discussions with overseas bodies, and
has offered its advice to IFIP in the formulation of a
report by the United Nations on international co
operation in the use of computers. The Society is also
now the national member for Australia of IFIP’s Ad
ministrative Data Processing Group (IAG). It is ex
pected that copies of IAG publications may be avail
able shortly through the Society to interested members
and Corresponding Institutions, at a slightly reduced
rate.
The Territory of Papua and New Guinea Computet
Society was formed this year, and already has a strong
programme of activities. It is expected that the
T.P.N.G. Computer Society may become a Branch of
A.C.S. next year. Some interest has also been expressed
in the possibility of establishing a group of A.C.S. mem
bers, and perhaps eventually a Branch, in Tasmania.
Any members in Tasmania who would be interested
are asked to contact Mr. J. Boothroyd of the Comput
ing Centre of the University of Tasmania.
After considerable discussion, Council has prepared
a further series of proposed amendments to the Con
stitution and By-laws and new instruments relating to
membership. If approved by Council in November, the
amendments will be submitted to the membership, with
full explanations, for ratification. The proposed amend
ments, broadly, relate to:
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(1) Minor machinery matters and the removal of
ambiguities in the present Constitution and By
laws;
(2) Redrafting to remove ambiguities about the date
of effect of By-laws amendments and new instru
ments;
(3) Changes in capitation fees, and redrafting to make
it possible for these to be changed in future with
out reprinting the By-laws;
(4) Provision for the adoption of a code of ethics and
for the expulsion of members whose conduct is pre
judicial to the good name of the Society;
(5) Extension of the qualifying period for persons ad
mitted as Members; and
(6) Introduction of the new grade of Associate.
The present capitation fee for personal members is
only $2 per annum and this is now proving insufficient,
after nearly four years, to provide all the services to
members (including the Journal) which are required of
Council. The proposal is that this should become $4
per annum (except for Students), and a corresponding
increase will be necessary in the annual subscriptions
paid by members of most Branches.
The proposed instruments on membership, if accept
ed, will require three years of relevant experience for
Members as from 1971, and five years from 1972.
The Associate grade, which is a Corporate grade carry
ing voting rights and implying professional status,
would become available from 1971 for those with at
least two years of relevant experience.
Council meets again in November, this time for a
record three days, and among the major items on the
agenda are the following:
(1) The amendment of the Constitution and By-laws,
and the determination of provisions for member
ship requirements.
(2) Fifth Australian Computer Conference, Bris
bane, May, 1972, and later Conferences.
(3) The first election of Fellows of the Australian
Computer Society.
(4) Professional Development Seminars.
(5) Overseas Visitors Programme.
(6) 1970 Budget.
(7) Renewal of publication agreement for the Journal.
(8) Several proposals received from members.* •
The Standards Association of Australia
(Continued from Page 288)
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Secr.-105> 347
Title: Draft ISO Proposal Representation of Decimal Numbers
in Packed Numeric form.
Pages: 5.
Abstract: The scope of this ISO Presentation is to define the
format and coding of signed decimal numbers in packed
numeric form.
ISO/TC97/SC2 (Secr.-106) 348
Title: Draft ISO Proposal — Coding of Character Sets for
MICR and OCR.
Pages: 12.
Abstract: This ISO Recommendation defines:
• The 4-bit coded representation of the E 13 B numeric
character set and of the numeric subsets of CMC 7
and OCR-A.
• The 7-bit coded representation of the full character
sets E 13 B, CMC 7, OCR-A and OCR-B.
When used in conjunction with ISO 7-bit code (ISO/
R.646-1967), a code extension procedure not yet defined,
is necessary.
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But it has otherlthings on its mind
The same things you worry about
everyday: printing the payroll, engi
neering calculations, accounting . . .
“The GE-635 is the only information
system anywhere that could perform
the real-time data processing for the
Apollo launch — and handle other
necessary processing at the same time,” says Dr.
R. F. Bruns, chief of the Data Systems Division at
Kennedy Space Center. “It is beyond compare.”
Credit the people at NASA for a cost-saving decision.
Rather than buy individual computers for specialized
jobs, they chose a single information system with the
ability to handle many programs concurrently — a
GE-635 system.
The 3-Dimensional Information System
This same ability could be important to you. Because
of it, a single GE-635 can operate in 3 dimensions, all
at the same time.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol, 1, No. 5, November, 1969

1. Local processing. Replace your duplicate cqmputers and their duplicate staffs with a powerful,
central GE-635 system. You’ll be able to handle
dozens of jobs concurrently, so you’ll get more
work out faster.
2. Remote processing. Inexpensive input/output
computers link directly with the central GE-635.
This gives your satellite operations the full power
of the GE-635 from any distance.
3. Time-sharing. Easy-to-use time-sharing terminals
give your key people instant access to vital infor
mation, speed up their calculating ability.
That’s why we call the GE-635 the world's only 3-Dimen
sional Information System. The Apollo launches have
proved that it works successfully. Call or write to Aus
tralian General Electric Systems Sales Department, 103
York Street, Sydney 2000. Ph. 29-7553. 552 Lonsdale
Street, Melbourne 3000. Ph. 67-8221.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

If she can
punch youradding
machine she can
punch tape.
(and punch up your computer input)
The keyboard of the Olympia
add-punch looks like an
adding machine. And it’s as
easy to work, but underneath
Mmn that simple exterior lies one
:
the most sophisticate
mmmmmmmumt
machines of our tim
To begin with, it’s virtually noiseless. It’s 100%
accurate. Your operator cannot make a codi
mistake. So the verification run is eliminated.
With this amazing machine, you get high
speed, low-cost data capture. (Tape is es
to store and despatch.) And you gel
complete security.
You don’t need a computer to figure out

xiv

how much you'll save with an Olympia
add/punch. It’s probably on the cards you already
have a fair idea.
We can help you turn that idea into profit.
All you need to do now is call us.

O

Olympia international
Office machines • Office systems

Olympia Werke AG * Wilhelmshaven
OLYMPIA (Aust.) Pty. Ltd.
Sydney: 29.8031 Melbourne: 63.3407
Brisbane: 21.2133 Adelaide: 23.6833
Perth: 23.2591
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a service provided by the Australian Post Office for the

TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL DATA
TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES

THE DATA MODEM

To enable digital data for computers to be transmitted over
telephone and telegraph lines, the Australian Post Office has
adopted the name “Datel Service" to identify communications
services catering for data transmission.
A "Datel” service is a combination of a particular type of
circuit plus the necessary Modulator/Demodulator (modem)
unit to provide a data transmission facility for a specified
transmission rate.

An integral part of the “Datel Service” system is a component
known as a modem. Its function is to convert computer type
signals from the data terminal into a form which can be
transmitted over Post Office telephone lines. The equipment
transmits binary data signals in serial mode. With
asynchronous operation, data signalling rates of up to 1,200
bits per second can be achieved.

Circuits
The Australian Post Office telecommunications system may
be used in a number of ways for data transmission according
to the customer’s particular requirements, such as:—■

The Telephone Network
On local and trunk calls at speeds up to 600 binary digits
(bits) per second (on some connections 1,200 bits per
second is attainable).

The Telex Network (Teleprinters)
At the rate of 50 bits per second.

Private Lines (Telephone or Telegraph)
(point to point circuits provided for the customer’s exclusive
use.)
These may be telephone circuits catering for the speed
range 600-1,200 bits per second or telegraph circuits for 50
bits per second operation (75 bits per second on some
rcutes).

Higher Transmission Rates
— require circuits of wider band-width than the normal
speech line. Speeds up to 48,000 bits per second (240,000
bits per second on some routes) can be achieved.

Input/Output Equipment
The provision of input/output devices, coding and error
control units required to form a complete data transmission
terminal is the responsibility of the user except where
standard Post Office equipment, such as teleprinters, can
be employed.

FURTHER INFORMATION
regarding telecommunications facilities for data transmission
may be obtained by telephoning or writing to:
The Sales Advisory Section,
Telecommunications Division,
G.P.O. (Capital City),
or your local District Telephone Office.
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APPLICATION

In the majority of cases, a date! service modem must be
used as the interface between the data terminal and the
telephone system. However, if speeds greater than these
provided by the Post Office modem are required, a different
type of modem, permitted by the Department, may be used.
When transmitting data over very short lines and at slow
speeds, a modem may not be necessary.
OPERATION

By setting up a normal telephone call and when contact has
been established, switching over to the modem and terminal
equipment at the originating end, data can be transmitted
to any similarly equipped terminal. At the lower speed,
transmission of data in both directions can take place
simultaneously, if required. There are no extra charges for
data transmission calls when using the switched network;
customers pay only normal telephone call charges.
DESIGN

The modem, manufactured to C.C.l.T.T. specifications, is
in a pleasing two tone grey metal case and, in switched
telephone network applications, is installed in the
subscriber's premises near the associated telephone and
data terminal. If preferred, however, the modem may be
rack-mounted in a suitable location to meet the subscriber’s
wishes. It is not supplied with a clock.
The Post Office provides a range of standard modems — a
200 bit per second both-way unit and a selection of modems
capable of operation at speeds up to 600 or 1,200 bits per
second.
All new “Datel” service customers are required to use a
standard modem. The use of privately owned modems will
only be permitted where special facilities are required
which cannot be provided by the standard equipment. The
conditions of permission for the use of privately owned
modems stipulate that, as a general rule, maintenance
attention will be undertaken by the supplier. The Australian
Post Office has adopted the foregoing policy in the
light of experience of leading telephone administrations
overseas and the recommendations of the International
Telecommunication Union concerning standards of
performance for modems.
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CHARACTER B. J. Ball Ltd.
COMMERCE Spicer-Cowan
CUPACO 27 Cutner Paper Co. Pty. Ltd.
DECIMAL Bowater Paper Co. Ltd.
DIAMOND & SOVEREIGN
Edwards Dunlop & Co. Ltd.
EQUITY Gordon & Gotch (A'asia) Ltd.
LAW, LAW SUPERFINE & LEGAL
Dalton Industries Pty. Ltd.
PARAMOUNT & TULLIS Tullis Hunter & Co. Ltd.
POSTSCRIPT Bowater Paper Co. Ltd
TUDOR Spicer-Cowan
BURNIE BOND & BURNIE SUPERFINE
All Paper Merchants

o-one can be quite sure, when choosing a bond
paper, that it will exactly marry their purpose to their
purse (whether it be for printing, typing or writing) unless
they have a wide choice in qualities and prices.
For the perfect match Australia's most popular bond papers
made at Burnie are unbeaten for all-round printability, offset
or letterpress. The surface sizing ensures equal clarity and
definition for typing and writing.
Uniform in quality, matured for stability, bonds made at
Burnie are versatile in use — letterheads, product literature
and catalogues, advertisements, envelopes, business forms
and continuous stationery.
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And there is another important guarantee {or the user of
Burnie bond papers.
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Postscript

Would Australia's leading paper merchants, with their hardwon reputations for excellence, incorporate their identifying
rubbermark on their bond papers made at Burnie unless they
were sure of the bonds they supply?

*Let's face it. They wouldn't.
When you examine your bond sheet from Burnie make sure.
Look for any one of these distinguishing names and rubbermarks.

ASSOCIATED PULP &
PAPER MILLS LIMITED
Mills at Burnie, Tasmania
and Ballarat, Victoria
Sales offices Melbourne,
Sydney, Brisbane,
Adelaide, Perth

Made in Australia
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Buy Australian made,
pccify Burnie and Ballarat Papers
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Is it possible to get a really good
computer for less than $10K?
How about $9,950 and some
odd change?

That’s what the new Hewlett-Packard
2114A will be pegged at But it’ll heave to
just like its big brothers. Throwing
around big 16-bit words. Storing 4000
(or 8000) of them at a time in memory. Fetching them out
of memory in two microseconds. It’ll tie in I/O devices with
standard plug-ins and use the same set of programming
languages— FORTRAN, ALGOL and Conversational BASIC. It may
be the littlest computer in the HP family... but even at that it more
than holds its own against its big brothers.

That’s right. The HP 2114A offers the most desirable
price/performance ratio of any computer on the
market. And it won’t take up much room, either, not'
even on your desk. One compact package 121/4" tall
houses both processor and power supply.
Yet the economy model is fully compatible with all
the 2115/2116 software and I/O interfaces. The main
frame accepts either 4K or 8K memory, has eight
I/O plug-in slots and operates within a wide tempera
ture range. Low-cost options include parity error
check and power-fail protection.
If you think this powerful little computer is right for
you, get more information from your local hp field
engineer. Or write Hewlett-Packard Australia Pty.
Ltd., 22-26 Weir Street, Glen Iris, Victoria 3146.
Telephone 20 1371.
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Thinking Of LEASING ?
Before making any decision contact:-

COMMERC/AL LEASES Pty. Ltd.
622 ST. KILDA ROAD, MELBOURNE

REHABILITATION OF
MAGNETIC TAPES
By
LIPSNER-SMITH ULTRASONIC CLEANING

Tel.: 51-5203.

Telegrams: “Commleases”

LEARN PROGRAMMING
Unlimited practical time on our IBM 1130
computer is available to all students
E.D.P. APPRECIATION

¥

Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

^

REMOVES
ALL
LOOSE
OXIDE
Send for more
information to:
________ i

CINETEC FILM EQUIPMENT ^
63 Mountain Street, Broadway, N.S.W, 2007
Phone: 211 0077

FORTRAN PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of four weeks or part-time night
course of eight weeks.

1130 ASSEMBLER
PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of eight weeks or part-time night
course of sixteen weeks.

COBOL & P/L1
PROGRAMMING
Full-time day course for duration
of four weeks or part-time night
course of eight weeks.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

FREE APTITUDE TEST

Full-time day course for duration
of three weeks or part-time night
course of six weeks.

Regular tests are conducted
prior to acceptance for Taylor’s
Programming Course.

Full details obtainable from our brochure EDP/1.

BLOCK TIME
AVAILABLE TO ENGINEERS & SURVEYORS
$45.00 per hour
m|.

TAYLOR’S
SCHOOL of COMMERCE
300 Little Collins St., Melbourne. 3000. ’Phone 63-2566

HEXADAT

Price complete, including case
separate dec/hex table $33.30

For engineers who calculate in hexadecimals, a slide-rule size hexadecimal
calculator.
Featuring simultaneous complement it adds and subtracts from zero to
±FFFFFFFF (i.e. n.167).
Reverse side has deep-etched hex/dec conversion scale, and reading surfaces are
finished in “eye easy” satin gold and grey.

Please write to

xviii

and

ADDIATOR
division of Able Staples Pty. Ltd.

P.O. Box 9, Kew, Victoria. 3101
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Thermo - Fusion Saves
Man-Hours and Dollars

Proceedings Of The
Third Australian
Computer Conference
Canberra, 1966
Demy 4to, over 500 pages, perfect binding.
Copies of this valuable reference book are avail
able from the publishers at $7.50 post free
(within Australia).
Send your order to
AUSTRALIAN TRADE PUBLICATIONS
PTY. LTD.
28 Chippen Street, Chippendale, N.S.W.

lease
your computer

The TF4550 Mark II Thermo-fusion Consolidator for
magnetic tape makes splicing obsolete.

For the first time you can consolidate magnetic tape
by thermo-fusion with the TF4550 Mark II Consolidator.
Thermo-fused tape areas cause no head noise, wear
or critical component contamination and give you
precisely the same handling characteristics as new
tape.

It permits rewriting and reading over thermo-fused
tape areas even with today’s advanced 1600 b.p.i.
9-channel systems without any significant signal drop
. . . a technological breakthrough that could never
be accomplished by splicing.
The practical value of the TF4550 is evident in the
savings in dollars and man-hours that result from its
many fine features:
• salvaging mini-reels of tape back to 2,400ft. reels
at new tape quality • creating instrumentation loops
for any tape system • eliminating cost of regenera
tion, saving man-hours in consolidating usable data
• can be incorporated easily into your regeneration
system • maintains standard physical characteristics
• suits local 240-volt 50-cycle.

Leasing is made to order for the computer
field. It’s the use of computers, not necessarily
their ownership, that produces results.
All the accepted advantages of leasing apply..
The choice of equipment is up to you.
It could pay you to check our lease plan
quotations.
We are experienced in the field of leasing.
Talk it over. If leasing is not for you, you will
have lost nothing.

C.S.P. EQUIPMENT PTY. LTD.

neral
redits
LEASING DIVISION
Melbourne: 277 William St. Phone 60 0241
Sydney: 283 Clarence St. Phone 29 3041
Adelaide: 41 Pirie St. Phone 8 7383
Brisbane: 633 Ann St. Phone 5 3971

123 Day Street, Sydney, 2000. Phone 26-6061.

I

GC233

To: The Sales Manager, C.S.P. Equipment Pty. Ltd.,
123 Day Street, Sydney, N.S.W., 2000.

|

Please send me full technical details of the TF4550
and the TF200.1 paper tape consolidator.

|

Name:................................................................................
Company:..........................................................................

.

Address:............................................................................
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
A RECENT SELECTION

FROM

OUR

COMPUTING

SCIENCE

BOOKS

LANGUAGE—PL/1
Price: $10.45

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
SCIENCE by Rice
Price: $10.00

BASIC DATA PROCESSING
by Abrams
Price: $7.90

Offers a complete presentation of
the features and characteristics of
PL/1.
The division of materials
into sections, together with their
arrangement, reflect the modularity
of the language. There are sections
and chapters of an introductory
nature directed to those for whom
PL/1 is an initial programming
language.

Provides a systematic exploration
of the problem-solving process as
it relates to the computer. Unlike
most other books in the field, the
authors do not attempt to teach a
specific programming language and
then try to relate problem-solving to
it — “a computer scientist is more
than a programmer.”

Structured and written for the begin
ning reader, this book covers in
detail the entire area of data pro
cessing. Complete and comprehen
sive, it covers: brief history; unit
record equipment and data process
ing; computer data processing;
computer programming; and appli
cations.

PROGRAMMING
by Pollack

ELEMENTS OF BASIC FORTRAN IV PROGRAMMING
by Price
Price: $6.50

ELEMENTS OF DATA PROCESSING MATHEMATICS
by Price
Price: $12.05

The most significant aspect in which it differs from
many of the excellent Fortran books now available is
the methodical and deliberate pace involved and the
sequencing of topics that allows immediate access to
the computer.

Written specifically for the vocationally-oriented per
son. The broad coverage of the book relates the
study of logic to present-day computer languages and
allows considerable versatility in course organization.

(§W§)

HOLT, RINEHART and WINSTON (AUST.) Pty. Limited
79 WHITING STREET, ARTARMON, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA. 2064
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PHASE OUT INFORMATION DISPLAY
AND STORAGE PROBLEMS

U-is'i:
•sal*!*;
TsVri'T*'*

TYPE 601

TYPE 602

5 inch Storage Display Unit

5 inch Display Unit

* BISTABLE STORAGE
* 1-V FULL-SCALE DEFLECTION FACTOR
FOR VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL
AMPLIFIERS
* REMOTE PROGRAMMING OF DISPLAY
FUNCTIONS
* ALL SOLID-STATE

* 1-MHz X AND Y BANDWIDTH
* 100mV/cm X AND Y DEFLECTION
FACTORS
* X-Y PHASE DIFFERENCE WITHIN 1° TO
1-MHz
* UNIFORMLY SMALL SPOT SIZE
* DC-COUPLED Z AXIS
* ALL SOLID-STATE

This unit permits stored displays of combined
alphanumeric and graphic information from
digital computers and other data transmission
systems. The Tektronix-developed bistable
Storage CRT used in the Type 601 eliminates
costly memory devices for refreshing the in
formation display. Built-in vertical and hori
zontal amplifiers permit Y versus T plots
up to 100kHz for remote storage.

TYPE 611
11 inch Storage Display Unit

* FLICKER-FREE DISPLAYS
* HIGH RESOLUTION ALPHANUMERIC
GRAPHIC DISPLAY CAPABILITIES
* WRITE-THROUGH ABILITY
* REMOTE PROGRAMMING OF
DISPLAY FUNCTIONS
The Type 611 Storage Display Unit permits
stored displays of combined alphanumeric
and graphic information from digital com
puters and other data transmission sys
tems. The 11 inch Tektronix-developed
bistable Storage CRT used in the 611
eliminates costly memory devices for re
freshing the information display, provides
high information density without flicker
and with excellent resolution. A writethrough feature provides ability to visually
position the writing beam to any point on
the CRT display area without disturbing
previously stored information. Vertical
format display area provides the same
aspect ratio as a type-written page.

A compact, solid-state instrument with excel
lent resolution providing accurate displays of
information from X, Y and Z signal inputs.
Application areas are: phase shifts and fre
quency ratios using Lissajous figures, graphic
and alphanumeric displays from computers,
high-resolution raster displays with intensity
modulation and Y-T plots of amplitude versus
time displays.

We would be pleased to arrange a
demonstration and advise you on your specific needs.

THREE COMPREHENSIVE UNITS
READY TO ENGINEER INTO
YOUR READ-OUT SYSTEM.

TEKTRON
N.S.W.: 80 Waterloo Road, North Ryde 2113. Phone 887066
VIC.: Suite 20, 67 Queens Road, Melbourne 3004. Phone 511592
S.A.: 128 Giiles Street, Adelaide 5000. Phone 23 2811
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